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History 17
THE FOUNDATION
The foundation of Cedarville College's
history was formed by rhe college's first
president, Dr. David McKinney. He was a
well-educated and articulate man who
had completed his undergraduate pro-
gram at the University of Pennyslvania be-
fore attending rhe Reformed Presbyterian
Seminary in Philadelphia.
During his 21 years as president, McKin-
ney, while communring to Cedarville twice
a week, retained his pastorate of rhe Plum
Street Reformed Presbyterian Church in
Cincinnati. His stable leadership and admin-
istrative abilities greatly contributed to rhe
college's formative years, although his pri-
mary commitment was to the pastorare.
McKinney spent most of his term away
from the college campus, but he accom-
plished many admirable goals: three new
buildings were added, including a new Ii-
David McKinney, 1st President (1897-1915)
18 History
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brary; the endowment quadrupled, and
church contributions to the general fund
had become a "permanent . . . parr of
rhe resources of the college." McKinney
also helped to firmly establish the college's
reputation.
During McKinney's presidency, Cedar-
ville College became more than just a
school for Bible students. Organizations
such as the Drama Club, Glee Club, and
the Mandolin Club were established, while
rhe key activities of the campus centered
in rhe literary organizations known as rhe
Philadelphian and Philosophic Societies.
In addition to academic programs, rhe
college also enjoyed a vigorous athletic
program. Sports for men included baseball
and football, and basketball soon followed.
Adding this sport allowed women to com-
pete as well.
As the college grew, both McKinney
and the trustees recognized the need for a
resident administrator, so McKinney re-
signed from the presidency.
History 19
As the college prepared for its 40th anni-
versary, in 1934, Dr. David McKinney was
invited to be the commencement speak-
er. The 74-year old McKinney accepted
rhe invitation; however, his sudden death
less than a month before graduation pre-
vented him from fulfilling that commit-
ment. McKinney's place at commence-
ment was taken by his son, Rev. D.A.
McKinney, who pastored the Oakland
Presbyterian Church in Springfield, Ohio.
Dr. David McKinney was a great man of
God who devoted many years of service
ro Cedarville College and the cause of
Christ. His influential leadership provided
the college wirh a strong foothold for irs
future success.
by Krisrin Webber
20 History
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History 21
THE McCHESNEY DAYS
Wilbert McChesney, 2nd President (1915-1940)
When David McKinney resigned in 1915,
Reverend Wilbert Renwick McChesney
was unanimously elected the second presi-
dent of Cedarville College. Teaching for 21
years, McChesney had been the first facul-
ty member hired by the college in 1884.
He was an ordained minister and skilled
pulpit orator but had spent his entire career
in the classroom teaching subjects such as
Greek and systematic theology. Devoting
his life to rhe college, he also served as
Vice President in 1909 and Dean in 1913.
One of rhe most serious problems
McChesney faced when beginning his
presidency was the college's lack of re-
sources, particularly financial. In his inaugu-
ral address, he promised a major fund-
raising drive. However, as rhe United Stares
became more and more alarmed about
22 History
entering World War I, McChesney decided
to delay his fund-raising efforts.
After the war, the college's enrollment
began to climb; by 1920, 116 students
strained the campus' limited facilities, by
1921, 135 students were enrolled. That
year, McChesney asked the Board of Trust-
ees for an endowment and building pro-
gram. Announced by the Cedarville Her-
ald, he launched a successful $200,000
campaign for rhe school. He appealed to
the citizens of Cedarville and Greene Coun-
ty, threatening that the college would
have to close down or move if it did not
raise needed funds.
During his early years as president,
McChesney continually urged the trustees
to meet the state of Ohio's minimum stan-
dards. Satisfied by the school's efforts to
meet these standards, inspectors for rhe
Ohio State Association and Department of
4 ,4
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Public Instruction even called Cedarville
"one of the best small colleges in the
stare."
In spire of this academic success, the
college's financial problems grew worse. In
1928, rhe General Synod of Reformed
Presbyterian Churches gave up all control
of Cedarville; thus, the college lost its sup-
porting constituency. The Presbyterian
Church in the U.S.A. gradually filled the
openings on the Board of Trustees, but the
college was unable to win the support of
that denomination in the students or dona-
tions.
In the midst of these financial problems,
a dissident group of alumni seriously chal-
lenged McChesney's leadership, question
ing his ability to handle the college's funds.
McChesney remained president after a
narrow 6 to 5 vote of the Board of Trust
ees, but this division in rhe board severely
damaged his position.
Then, in 1934, McChesney lost the sup
port of McKinney, the friend with whom
he had worked unceasingly throughout
the history of the college. Following rhe
death of his wife, McChesney officially re-
signed as president in 1940, and Reverend
Walter Smith Kilpatrick was chosen to fill his
office.
24 History
Despite his problems with the Board of
Trustees, McChesney was well-respected
by alumni and by rhe community. For
instance, from 1932 until his death, he was
elected by a wide margin to the Ohio
Legislature every term but one. As presi-
dent, he greatly enjoyed traveling to
churches to preach rhe Gospel and raise
support for the college he believed in. An
editorial in the Cedarville Herald called
McChesney "a first citizen of his communi-
ty and of the religious community at
large." The piece went on to express, "He
lived each day what he preached and
what he taught as well as what he advo-
cated for the uplift of his fellow citizens."
Lisa Fawcett
History 25
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A MIRACLE BEGINS
James T. Jeremiah's leadership of Ce-
darville College can be characterized in
two words: faithful stewardship. Under his
guidance rhe school has realized the po-
tential that Jeremiah saw in 1953 when he
first investigated the possibilities of merging
the resources of Cleaveland's Baptist Bible
Institute with the physical plant of a then
ailing Cedarville College.
Jeremiah's efforts to persuade the B.B.I.
'trustees toward merger led to meetings
with the Presbyterian trustees. Both groups
agreed that the mission of Cedarville Col-
lege must focus on training young people
for many professions, so that every seg-
ment of society might have o beacon to
stand, as rhe school motto stared, "for the
Word of God and rhe testimony of Jesus
Christ." The merger complete, both Dr.
and Mrs. Jeremiah began to invest the
talents that God had given them in rhe
school while Jeremiah continued as a full
rime pastor in Dayton, Ohio.
At rhe start of Jeremiah's involvement
with Cedarville, his raw materials consisted
James T. Jeremiah, 7th President (1953-1978)
History
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of only six buildings: Old Main, the Science
Building, The Carnegie Library, Alford Audi-
torium, Bethel and Harriman dorms, and
some remodeled Army barracks, o gift
from Uncle Sam. Dr. Jeremiah, by now
working full time as President of the col-
lege, took these meager ingredients, add-
ed hours of work and prayer, and pro-
duced a result best characterized by The
Miracle, rhe title that students of that era
chose for their yearbook. During these
times of limited resources, the Jeremiahs
wore all hats. Besides serving as president,
Dr. Jeremiah taught a number of classes
on campus; Mrs. Jeremiah served as the
college printer.
One by one, however, the talents multi-
plied under the young president's faithful
stewardship. Basketball was instituted as
the first intercollegiate sport, and Fall Quar-
ter 1953 saw a student population of 103,
and a faculty, including Dr. Jeremiah, of
nine. The college continued in its growth
spurt until the college's 10th anniversary
which recorded a burgeoning student
body of 501 and a faculty of 33.
History 27
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With such added growrh came added
responsibility as well, but Dr. Jeremiah
proved himself yet again as a faithful stew-
ard: he charred the expansion of the cam-
pus and put together an administrative
staff capable of managing rhe growth
needs. Dr. Clifford Johnson was hired as
Academic Vice President and worked to-
ward accreditation by certifying the reach-
er education program with rhe state
of Ohio. Consecutive student services
Deans Richard McIntosh and Don Rickard
instituted financial aid services, the counsel-
ing department and rhe placement office.
Lee Turner was hired to staff rhe develop-
ment office, and he began rhe Torch mag-
I‘114
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azine, and Pastor Harold Green was
brought in to provide spiritual guidance
and to organize the Christian service de-
partment.
Dr. Jeremiah's sound investment in this
management ream was blessed as God
continued to give the increase, both in
enrollment and facilities. Patterson, Milner,
Williams, a new Library, and Maddox Hall
were built. Enrollment in 1968 reached
927, and the faculty roster boasted ten
doctorates. Students were able to reach
out into the community with both rhe min-
istries of WCDR and with the formulation of
History
SCIENCE HALL
RECREATION HALL
a Red Cross disaster ream on campus.
As the years passed and the college
grew, Dr. Jeremiah once again showed his
faithfulness as a sreward of God's gifrs. The
college had expanded by 1976 ro an en-
rollment of 1221, a population which re-
quired two chapel services. As Jeremiah
surveyed the needs of the college, he
realized that new facilities would have to
be built, requiring a leadership full of ener-
gy and vitality. Unsure of his ability to fulfill
such an awesome responsibility, Jeremiah
wrote in 1978,
"My question is, how can I best help in
rhe program of progress that lies before
us? Frankly I am not sure I can carry the
heavy responsibility that is required of me
With the good of rhe college in mind,
Jeremiah decided that the best steward-
ship would be his resignation and rhe pass-
ing of respOnsibility to a younger man with
more of rhe physical resources needed to
perform the awesome job of president.
History 29
A GROWING COLLEGE FAMILY
A scene very familiar ro the students of
Cedarville College often illuminates rhe
Monday morning chapel service. Over 2
thousand voices obediently respond to the
greetings of the man beaming broadly,
exhorting earnestly from behind the mas-
sive podium which bears the college em-
blem. Over 2 thousand faces look toward
him expectantly, rhe man who serves as o
far more animated emblem of the current
trends of Cedarville College. The faculty,
staff, and student body join voices to offer
up before him rhe chorus "Christ Is All I
Need," the self-adopted theme of their
director behind rhe pulpit, President Paul H.
Dixon. President Dixon has publicly pro-
nounced chapel services, "the heartbeat
of every Christian College," and the Mon-
day morning chapel scenario appropriate-
ly captures the pulsing essence of the Dix-
Paul H. Dixon, 8th President (1978- )
30 History
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The Dixon era at Cedarville College can
be accurately termed pulsing by its very
nature. Steady, fast paced and constant,
rhe life's blood of Dixon's work at Cedar-
ville College flows nor only with his person-
al ambition and visions for the College's
potential but also from maintaining mo-
menrum with his determination and drive
to realize his goals. Since his assumption of
rhe presidency in 1978, Dixon has surround-
ed himself with a diligent and supportive
administrative staff to aid in achieving
measurable standards of growth for Ce-
darville College. Indeed, the measurable
standards of growth effected by Dixon and
his staff appear quite impressive. Although
confronting a decline in the market of high-
er education due to a lock of college age,
college bound, liberal arts students, enroll-
ment at Cedarville College has climbed
steadily from 1178 students in 1978 to ap-
proximately over 1800 students in 1986-87,
revealing the concentrated efforts of Dix-
History 31
on's admissions staff. Buildings have seem-
ingly "sprung up" to expand the campus
of the college, cultivated by Dixon's careful
attention to development and funding.
New fields of study have been grafted into
the college curriculum; consequently, rhe
majors of nursing and business successfully
attract a larger scope of prospective stu-
dents. Extending even as far as campus
beautification, the all-pervasive efforts of
Dixon's campaign for excellence in mea-
surable standards of growth is perhaps best
exemplified by the detail of a mere flower
bed. A tribute to the Dixon era, the flower
bed in fronr of the James T. Jeremiah
Chapel was carefully cultivated and plant-
ed to spell our, "Christ Is All I Need," re-
minding all passersby of the mon who
appeals with great charisma to this "Cedar-
ville College Family."
Although Paul H. Dixon accepted the
presidency of Cedarville College with only
the leadership credentials of an evangelist,
husband, and father, his systematic and
aggressive approach has enabled him to
lead Cedarville College into new and var-
Dixon Dons his Tennies for Li
ied directions. The communication and or-
ganizational skills that Dixon practiced dur-
ing his years as an evangelist manifest
themselves in his ability to market Cedar-
ville College far more extensively than any
of his predecessors in the presidency. As a
result, when President Paul H. Dixon ad-
dresses his 1987 "college family," they
may listen to his exhortation, endorse-
ment, and encouragement with the confi-
dence that before them stands a man
determined to achieve his goals for Cedar-
ville College.
A special thanks to Dr. t Murray Murdoch for providing us
with Cedorville College: A Century of Committrnent to use
os o major source for our research.
32 History
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Student Life
"The more things change, rhe more they sray the same," even at Cedarville.
College srudenrs in general may have changed a great deal since 1887, but in rhe
little burg of Cedarville College, life continues along irs traditional four-year cycle
much as it did a century ago.
The freshmen are still trying to hide their insecurities; and the upperclassmen,
despite regulations to the contrary, continue their generally mild-mannered initia-
tions. Classes are cut or used for sleeping; days are spent sunbathing and
socializing; and nights are wiled away or all-night study sessions, popcorn parties,
water fights, or Late Night With David Letterman. 
Oh, to look or pictures it may seem like student life has changed immensely
since 1887, but underneath the change in attire and hair styles, the Cedarville
College student has remained much rhe some.

Homecoming has been rhe highlight of every fall
activity calendar and this year was no exception. The
1986 Homecoming Banquet kicked off a week's
worrh of events. The theme for the banquer was
"Pulling Up the Nets of Time"; and for rhe span of
abour rhree hours, the College Cenrer was trans-
formed into a beautiful luxury liner rhe S S Tempora. Ir
was a very special evening and one rhor I will always
remember.
The climax of the entire week, or course, was rhe
Homecoming Parade and soccer game. Believe ir or
nor, rhere wasn'r a cloud in the sky! The parade
began or rhe pork in downrown Cedarville, strolled
up Main Street, and ended up or rhe Arhleric Cenrer.
There was a colorful mixture of costumes, bands and
floats, all of which were comparable to anything that
Macy's could put on. The soccer ream did an excel-
lent job of wrapping up a rerrific week by defeating
Asbury College 6 ro 0.
Doris Lindley
36 Homecoming
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38 Homecoming

Doris ,Cialey
Our 1986 Homecoming Queen was a 21 year old business adminis-
tration major from Baltimore, Maryland. A previous Homecoming
attendant, Doris was actively involved on campus as a member of
ADO, PiDelta, and KEA.
Lori
,44iesse
Sophomore
40 Homecoming Court
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Dr. Paul Tassel
ó1'
re". Dr. David Matson
On the morning of January 26, 1987, the Cedar-
ville College family gathered for a very special cere-
mony. Exactly 100 years earlier, rhe original trustees
signed rhe charter which brought the college into
existence, and the present administration designated
this occasion both to honor those who had a place in
the school's history and to praise the God who had
created its future.
Planning for the chapel service which would offi-
cially open the Centennial Celebration actually began
in February, 1985; and over the next two years, the
agenda developed. The service included on invoca-
tion by Chancellor James T. Jeremiah, a centennial
address by Warren W. Wiersbe, and a presidential
challenge by President Paul H. Dixon. Interspersed
with special music and congregational singing, rhe
opening ceremony provided a beautiful and fining
introduction to the year ahead.
Proverbs 23:23
"Buy the truth, and sell it not . . I 7
Centennial Convocation 43
44 Beards
Some thought this day would never come and were praising God for that fact. Others had dreamed about it
for years, never really believing it would happen. But in November, 1986 - January, 1987, tradition was jolted
from its age-old path at Cedarville College.
Facial hair appeared on campus in the guise of a Centennial Beard-Growing Contest. For two months, students
battled itching and frustration, seeking the lofty honors of "fullest beard," "most colorful beard," or some other
noble award. Band from competition (for obvious reasons), the girls received the compensation of judging the
entries. ADO members examined, fluffed, and compared beards; they announced the proud winners. Perhaps
facial hair will become a new tradition at Cedarville, at least, every hundred years or so!
Beards 45
Andy Wilson
President
Julie Stackhouse
Vice President
Senior Officers: Junior Officers:
Clancy Cruise Yvonne Facey Tim Beach Christine Friedkin
Steve Campbell Tracy McCoy Kristina Hoddlemon Van Holloway
Danielle Kizer Kathi Harris Erin Mulberry Missy Hall
Charles Jackson Linda Lons Kendra King
46 Student Government Association
Tom Pratt
Treasurer
Amy Jo Guest
Secretory
Eric Shrum
Chaplain
Sophomore Officers: Freshmen Officers:
Andy Snyder Sue Moyer Duane Priddy Nathan Bobber
Janie Bresson Scott Beattie Julie Tirus Kate Fawver
Debra Rotramel Jeri Wood Joe Perrock David Gibbs
Krisrine Marshall Sharon VanDommelen
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48 Alma Mater
Dr. Clifford W. Johnson:
We pause on this page to say "thank you" for all of
those whose lives you have touched in your twenty-five
years of educating at Cedarville.
Thank you for your indomitable sense of humor. Because
you exemplified Proverbs 17:22, "A merry heart doerh
good like a medicine," we name you Prince of Puns.
Thank you for modeling the humble heart of a servant.
Those of us who have heard you say these words will long
remember them: "One can do a lot of good if he doesn't
care who gets rhe credit."
Thank you, especially, for allow-
ing us rhe freedom to find the
creative limits of our abilities. Your
confident enthusiasm in our talents
opened vistas of achievement
otherwise undreamed. We hope
you will long stay with us, enrich-
ing our lives, spurring us on to bet-
ter things. God Bless You.
49
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Moving
Experience
— 1500 yellow, blue, and turquoise T-shirts
— Nearly 40 morsholls ro direcr traffic and ensure
proper placement of marerials
— Over 100,000 volumes
— Six and one half hours
College family and friends combined with the
above ingredienrs ro create A Moving Experience
for rhe library on April 29, 1987. Associate Director
Stephen Brown coordinated derails of the move.
Mainrenance staff helped relocate furnirure and
equipmenr. Mr. Chuck McKinney and his staff pro-
vided noontime nourishment alfresco, and Cam-
pus Activities folk aided in design and distribution of
T-shirts. But the key to rhe day's success was
innumerable trips with nine-inch stocks made by
each of rhe students who helped.
Judy Johnson
The Moving Process
50 Library Move
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Snores, Anyone?
You pay $1230.00 for a bed — usually bunked — in a scrunched
room with a roommate who chews too loudly. You'd think you'd
get some quality rest, right? But the night congests with papers and
books and projects and exams, and by the time you hit rhe pillow —
if you ever do — your brain is so caffeinated that you lie twitching —
contorting the visages of your stuffed animals until the day breaks. So
you compensate. You sleep in subtle ways. Like 8:00 classes,
wedged on a hymnal in Chapel, Physical Science, R.A. prayer meet-
ings, sprawled on a News brief or lunch, 3:00 classes, or on rhe way
home from a late pass with a Melancholic.
The CC lounge is a likely spot with couches that are rather scratchy
(but it's a long way back to the dorm). If you have time for a nap,
your roommate will probably type a paper. If you go to bed early,
rhe phone will ring or least 3 rimes. The library can be peaceful unless
you get near a social butterfly who whispers as loudly as your
roommate chews.
But then your roommate claims you haven't changed your sheets
for 9 weeks. And you say rhe only crud on those sheers is rhe stuffing
from a mutilated teddy bear. And that's the only thing resting in
peace on a $1230.00 bed.
Ruth Morgraff
52
53
AX Student Talent Show
This year's Alpha Chi Talent Show once again
gave us a lively balance of humorous and serious
performances. With acts ranging from dramatic
readings to the music of P.D.Q. Bach and Sandi
Pat, the C.C. students exemplified their creative
energies and hidden talents in an attempt to win
the covered firsr prize. When the final votes were
counred, rhe group "Destiny," consisting of Debby
Rorromel, Rob Posworer, Kim Sweet, Jeff Ves-
trond, Karla Hines, Malcolm Lines and Marty Mur-
phy, lopped rhe list with their version of "All Thor
You're Looking For."
54 AX Talent Show
Scott Beorrie
AX Talent Show 55
Row 1: Sherry Rotromel, Debbie Smmen, Melisso Way. Row 2: Kurt Moreland (Advisor), Lourey Anderson, Valerie Bloyock.
Tina Hoddelmann, Loma Eifert,
Row 1: Perry Chorelk, Chris Hottel, Jeff Czyzyk, Loren Johnson, Joel Hoskinson. Row 2: Gene Evans, Jonorhon Popo, Scott
Howder. David Berner% Kevin Carpenter. Row 3: ten Koerber, Eric Johnson, Mork Mc(loin, Gene Kaercher.
56
Row 1: Amy 1,01710S, Doniele Kizer, Amy Alen, lI Swayze, Tommy Jenkins, Tina Hoddelmon. Mrs. Enrner. Den:se Auckaid,
Caryn Barber, Serb McGvray, Becky Averill, Dors Lridley, Debbie Simmen. Row 2: Holy Marshal, Becki Tacker, Pan
Commons, Jane Cresson, Becky Peters, Cheryl Gilbert, Sondy O'Coyle, Kirsten Hoddelmon, Deanna Gal.!, Debby Timco, Kahl
Horns, Donna Thomas, Rah Morgraff. Row 3: Susan Lafferty. May Rattch, April Conks, Dino Botchelder, Donna Snyder,
Michelle Leloh, Sue Moyer, Bridgor Vissmon. Theresa Herry, Krisrine Watson, Cathy Lombord. Row 4: Kathy Reynolds, Rely
Johnson, Pan Porker, Jody Gifford, Kathy O'Kresik, Renee Rae, Lisa Ford, Lori Miesse, Crony Sowell
Row 1: Sandy O'Boyle, Susan Lafferty, Gino Romlands, Cathy Lombard, Jean Pinkerion, Kendal Herrick Row 2: Missy Hall
Marlyn Bean, Donna Wincith, Doris Lindley, Mrs Renee Peterson (Advisor), Angie Ledford,
Row 1: Michelle Hinnergordr, Kartve Kenney, Dona Messinger. Row 2: Don Drozd, Wendy Srirh, Jonelle WernIt, Melriso Denser,
Laurie Cooper, Dove Horns. Row 3: Angie Wilcox, Angelo Crerneons, Theresa Dunlop
Row 1: Judy Denning, Steve Hanson, Norm Russell, Donna Payne, Dona Lon, David Humphrey, Row 2: Mork Zeorphous, Ann
Gruneisen, Mike Davis, Ake Sweirzer, Deck Tacker, PLenny Dellinger, Becky Hummel. Row 3: Bob Fide, Mr, Leighrenheimec
Rrch Greene, Paul Wenz, Phi Shaul. 57
ROW 1: Off Fowcerr. Row 2: Porti Armstrong, Sally Sager. Row 3: Wendy Bel, Jennifer Patty, Susan Everitt, LCO Spiegei
Row 1: Debbie Gem, Leah Robbins, Kim Byrom, Jock Becker, Angie Dennis. Row 2: Dorno Blumenstoch, Debi Schworrz,
Showno Denney, Brenda Weber, Dorcos Sommers, Peggy Collier. Row 3: Beth Moon, Ccryn Barber. Missy Hall, Sandy Gilbert,
Tracy Young, Donna Thomas, Debbie Dern, Linda Browning. Tiki Rinehart.
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Row 1: Tao Skiver, Rondo Airman. Row 2: Lao Mines, Gino Long, Done C.Jyrner. Row 3: Jennifer Bowman, Diane Russell,
Lisa Poyne, Debbie Schworrz. Row 4: Goye Harden, Julie Stonehouse, Crissy Stowell, Heidi Ryon. Debbie Fogle
Row 1: Lisa Fawcett, Bob Bowmon, Sue Dean. Row 2: Angelo Wright, Kevin Tupps, Sherri Cruver, Theresa Henry, Terri Huber.
Row 3: MeIsm Denenberg, Bedsy Hummel, Sreve Hanson, Kris ie Marshal, Tom Taylor, Ebbie Radcliff, Stacy Gunther. Row 4:
Robin Johnsron, Conrod Weaver, Russel Wight, Kevin Show. Rich Greene, Daryl Run.
Pow 1: Penney Sradshouse, Bonne Snyder, Laura maers Row 2: Chosrine Renberg, Marc Donowo. Seer Morgan, John
no Row 3: Mott Wgnorowski, Cory Neurnonn, Meredith Steiner, Dr. Helmids (Advisor), Sarah Barr, Lo Seesr,
ROW 1: Gene Evons, Holly Marshal, Koerber. Row 2: Van Holiciway, Scott Morgan, Jonathon Popo Row 3: Rich Kesler,
Ed Marshal, Ken Giesmon, Mork Zealous
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Row 1: Jodi Smith, Ken Giesemon, John Wier, Pete Sovard. Row 2: Meredith 5reiner, Jim Jacobs, Di Marshall, Laura Moiers.
,
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Row 1: Dr. G Mrs. Durham, Debbie Gem, Cory Neuman, Beth Hansen. Row 2: Kendro Doctor, Mike Basler, Theresa Henry,
David Somers, Christi Renberg, Cindy Cleaver, Jim Taylor. Row 3: WO Lines, Loreeno Wesifol, Grace Young, Liz Miler,
Shoran Kresge, Marls Duquerte, Ken Swope.
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Row 1: Dune Merchant (ream sponsor), Kir Wilson, Ruth Morgrott, Andy Snider, Robyn Grohom, Krisryn Johnson Row 2: tvl'
Dovid H. Robey (Director), Donna Payne, lames Powelski, Jon Johnson, Todd Dundsel, Sherry Rotrornel, Dr. Lopez (tea,
sponsor)
ow 1: Ramona Larsen, Cheryl Orrloff, Peggy \Wildman Row 2: Cynrhio Wagner, Tereso Brenda Gord, Jule Gorier, Row 1: Rolando Ponce, Luis Cruz, Anrhony Perers, Row 2: Yvonne Facey, Marc Borrow°, Ebbe Radcliff, Scan Morgan. Row
Sroltzfus, Nancy Ebel. Row 3: Ken Duzen, Michelle Berkly, Jody Eckert, Mary Benjomin, Becky Donis, Porn Conrad. 3: loner Lawrence, Wendy Bell, Michelle Freeman, Tanya McBee.
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ST
UDENT
Row 1: Pot Cherry, Debi Schwartz, Shown° Denney. Kendal Herrick, Scott Mash, Sherri Carver, Sharon Michael. Row 2: Don
Smirh, Todd Huguenin, Joel Acker, May Kniceiy, Marsha Jones, May Raisch, Undo Lons. Row 3: Todd Hummel, Steve Smith.
Murray Todd, Dan Kloho, David I3eci, loner Lawrence.
Row 1: Bill Bianco (Treasurer), John Irving (President), Scorr Sorenson (Vice Presdenr) Row 2: Floyd Elmore (Advisor).
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Row 1: Rebecca 'logo, Terri MacKenzie, Judy Wolters, Lynn Ramsey Row 2: Linda Leshon, Sandra Holbrook, Beth Hughes,
Sandy Weaver. Row 3: Steve Wood, Eileen Friesen, Dwayne Hoff
Row 1: Steve Moyer, Russ Wight, Tim Wagner. Row 2: Bruce Richords. Jim Ktrklond, Roth Greene. Dowd Benner
Row 1. Tommy Moscow, Jen Hcrsrrnon, Rim Rornser, Denise Boss Row 2: Alosroor Wrlight, Chas Reese. Deena Shover, Pamela
Diehl Row 3: Steven Seyour, Michoele Egel, Lynn Witt, Joy Ooersrno
Row 1: TON Lynn Von Deveren, Beth Wams, Angie Ledford, Debbie Jo Baker. Amy Thomas, KendoII Herrick Row 2: Lornor
Eden, Dons Lindley, Scott Morgan, Lon Miesse, Louro Horrsough, Jeff (Jesse ROW 3: Don Gonzdez, Enc Helmurh, Scott Deane,
Trlo Hoddelmonn, John Key, Meredith Steiner, Andrea Snyder, Kestyn Johnson 63
Row 1: Sieve J. Schepers. Cregan Cooke. Keith Beres, Chris Link. Row 2: Tom Smart, Rob Hicks, John Oswald, Andy
Fraser. Row 3: Derek Wholen, Tom Hill, Rick Beaman, Mark Swander. Row 4: John Angus. Rob Pasworers, Andy
Mininger. Erick Seidel, Kevin Shaw. Ric Zehr, Sieve Johnson, Andy Lewis.
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Row 1: Brion Sturgis. Holly Marshall. Mike Landis. Row 2: Eric Helmuth. Sandra Kennedy. Berh McGillivroy, Kim
Ramsler, Sondy O'Boyle. Row 3: Dr. Johnson, Jim Jacobs. Volorie Bloylock, Eileen Friesen. Amy Josh, James
Murdoch. Rebecca Dye.
SGA
Row 1 Julie Srockhouse, Rebecca Hogo, Debbie Simrnen, Cindy Fielmck, Berl, Whams, M■chelle Lard, lenrufer Reeves, Mork
Shaffer, Andy Wison Row 2 Kristie Morsholl, Scott Beanie. Sieve Moyer. Danielle Kizer. Too Hoddelmonn, Down Beach, Greg
O'Dell, Yvonne Focey, Jennrfer Stevens, Jane Breeson Row 3: Steve Comobel, FktIly Marshal. Jeff Imhoff, Von Holoway,
Shown° Wnghr, Leoh Robbrns, Brenda West, Jeri Wood, Sue Moyer. Row 4 Don Moho. Alostarr Wright. Marc Donawo. Rids
Greene, Steve Hanson, BdI Marshal, John Moore, Jeff Beste.
Senior Night
A candle light dinner, senior class entertainment, and
. a community play are all a part of what Cedarville
students know as "Senior Night." Held each year or La
Comedio dinner theatre, this evening is no longer just for
seniors. Its relaxed atmosphere by the performance of
OKLAHOMA was followed by a humorous question and
answer time for the seniors, which dug into memories of
their underclass years: memories such as one's first fresh-
man year date or best practical joke. Senior Night 1987
was o thoroughly enjoyable evening for underclassmen,
faculty members and especially for rhe Centennial Class.
Senior Night 65
66 Seniors
SWORS
The time has arrived, and the Centennial class must pack their bags and
move onto greater heights. Cedarville College has had a tremendous
impact in each of our lives to broaden the spiritual and academic horizons
ahead. Daily we have been encouraged and challenged to strive for
Christian excellence through chapel messages, Christian ministry opportu-
nities, and by our fellow classmates. This vast number of activities has
helped our class become more unified.
We have been involved in a variety of fund raisers: letter mailing for
the Alumni, donut sales, T-shirt sales, cake/balloon sales, and numerous
film presentations. Our oneness has also helped us to become the victori-
ous, undefeated, all school class-clash champs for the past four years,
along with this year's 100-mile run winners. Our class was also successful in
changing the format of the survival kits. Now more parents are ordering,
and the time for assembly and delivery has decreased.
It has been a memorable 4 years through all the joys and sorrows. We
pray as a class that not only will our accomplishments be remembered,
but also that our testimony and zeal for the Lord will influence the lives of
others, for it was our desire to do everything with all our heart.
Yvonne Facey

A Night to
Remember
e 1987 Junior Senior banquet was most certainly "A Night
ember." The special day began as many couples had
res token together on campus and then departed for
ands Hotel in Cincinnati. Everyone enjoyed the meal
during the first half of the evening. Then the
e Sonlight presented a selection of several
y on intermission which allowed couples to
tribute was one to remember! Coordinat-
the tribute was very likely the best that
n. As the banquet came to a close, so
did er."
68 Junior/Senior Banquet
Many CC students stayed at fountain square in Cincinnati
after the banquet to witness. Pictured here is Gwen
Price shoring Christ with a girl who did in focr occept Him
as her personal Savior.
Junior/Senior Banquet 69
The Oxford University Press Award
The Arthur Franklin Williams Award
The George L. Lawlor Greek Award
The Wall Srreer Journal Award
The Rietveld Fine Arts Award
John R. Bigelow
Fred Konagy
John R. Bigelow
Fred Kanagy
Greg Moran
Eric Helmuth
Sherry Rorromel
The Irma M. Dodson Award Nadine Terrill
The IF. Kearney Scholar Arhlere Award Beth McGillivray
The Par Yoder Amstutz Nursing Award Debra Berdy
The Nursing Scholarship Award Marla Fuller
The Creation Research Awards Biology — Teresa Palmer
Computer Science — Julie Butler
Mathemarics — Kathryn Siberr
The Jimmy O'Quinn Evangelism Grant David Douglas
The Marrha Louise Brown Memorial Awards Lamar Eiferr
Linda Lons
The Ruby Jeremiah Scholarship Award Beth King Williams
Honors Day 71
Becky Dye, Holly Marshall, Wendy Stith
Brandon Waltz, Toni VonBeveren, Linda Shaffer
Beth Nester, Angelo Wilcox, Tracy
McCoy
Dave Bennet, Beth King, Phil Hohulin
Lisa Tyson, Laura Harrsough, Beth Hoecke
Not pictured:
Marr Creamer, Cynthia Cron-
roth, Loure Hancock, Cynthia
Helmick, Joon Hull, Jim Jacobs,
Derh McGillivray, Tern MacKen-
zie, Donny Olinger, Thurm Poy-
ron, Shelle Perkins
Julie Stackhouse, Rick Seidel, Doris Lindley
,
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Danielle Kizer, Valerie Blaylock, Sher-
ry Rotramel
Mary Jones, Dave Beverly, Steve Campbell, Meredith Steiner
Jamie Beight, Nadine Terrill, Greg Moran
Who's Who 73
Centennial Graduation
Centennial Class Verse
"For I know the plans I have for you,"
declares the Lord, "plans to prosper you
and nor to harm you, plans to give you
hope and a future."
Jeremiah 29:11 NIV
74 Graduation
Ion of Dr. Murdochs History gook tt'
Graduation 75

1987 Nurses' Convocati
Friday, June 5, marked rhe second annual Nurses' Convocation fo
College. Over 300 relatives and friends gathered in rhe Student Cenrer o
nursing class of 1987.
The nurses peresenred their class gift of literature for the deparrrfrnt nurg ro
Dr. Irene Alyn, chairman of rhe department. Dr. Alyn then gave rhe_ arg tor
class. Special awards were presented to four graduates: Ma lb / Su 'Full ', Beth
Woecke, Catherine M. Lombard and Lynda Masters Marri4.-
Becky Dye
Seniors Not Pictured
In Senior Section
Sharon Anderson
Tammy Evans Barber
Nursing Convocation 77
Cheri Ann Abresch
Nursing
Los Vegas, NA
Joel David Acker
Business Administration
Strongsville, OH
Laura D. Albright
Nursing
Grond Ledge, MI
Amy Suzanne Allen
Psychology
Oxford MI
78 Seniors
Cynthia Ray Anderson
English
Xenia, OH
Kurt D. Anderson
Communication Arts
SooPaulo, Brazil
Leslie Marie Anderson
Mothemoria
Homburg, NY
Lorelei Anderson
Psychology
Merrillville, IN
Lisa Armstrong
Elementary Education
Rochester, MN
Denise A. Auckland
Nursing
Springfield, OH
Sharon R. Augenstein
Biology
Columbus, OH
Rebecca Jeanne Averill
Elemenrory Education
New Hampton, IA
Susan Marie Baldis Sarah Ann Barr
Communication Arrs Psychology
Simsbury, CT Downers Grove, IL
Tommy Jo Barton
Elementary Education
Wheaton, IL
Michael Paul Basler
Business Adminisrrorion
Milwaukee, WI
Denise M. Boss
Physical Education
Caledonia, WI
Dina M. Botchelder
English Education
Limerick PA
Jane Marie Baughman
English Education
Cleveland, OH
Richard Anthony Beaman
Business Administration
.pringfield, IL
Marilyn Louise Bean
Nursing
West Chicago, IL
James D. Beight
Preseminory able Major
Brownsburg, IN
David Jay Bennett
Preseminory Bible Major
Zanesville, OH
Rebekah J. Bennett
Business Administration
Lakewood, OH
Debbi Lynn Berdy
Nursing
Tallmodge, OH
Keith A. Beres
Business Administration
Akron, OH
David Edward Beverly
Preseminory able Major
Winston-So/em, NC
Stephen D. Bicknell
Comprehensive Bible
Newport, VT
Tomro Noel Bielski
Elementary Educorion
Flint, MI
John R. Bigelow Jr.
Preseminary able Major
Anchorage, Alaska
Adorn Bird
Biology
New Richmond, OH
Suellen Block
Nursing
Ontario, NY
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Arthur 5. Maker
Comprehensive Science
Medina MI
Valerie A. Blaylock
Communications Arts
Chattanooga TN
Joy C. Boersma
Psychology
Deonsboro, NY
Theresa Diane Donning
Elementary Education
Odessa, NY
Jonathan F. Bresson
Business Administration
Milwaukee, WI
Timothy Allen Brock
Psychology
Columbus, OH
Robert Lee Broline
Accounting
Saugus, CA
Ruth M. Brown
Elementary Education
Parr Jervis, NY
Julie Ann Butler
Comprehensive Science
Steamboat Rock, L4-
Jeanne Louise Butzlaff
Elementary Education
Humacao, Puerto Rico
Diane Lee Brown
Comprehensive Bible
Lancaster, OH
Lorrie Ann Byrd
Behavioural Science
Cenrerville, OH
80 Seniors
Lynne B. Calisti
Communication Arts
Greensburg, PA
Lyle Campbell
Business Administration
Ravenna, OH
Steven Mark Campbell
Accounting
Plymouth, IN
Richard Jonathan Carey
Ancr,,e-no,rc5
Sydney S. Caruthers
Business Adminisrrrorion
Ocala, FL
Lori Renee Costeel
Eementory Education
Md/ad, MI
estatRA
An6 cooAq
Fads & Fashions
Quite often, trends set in the college arena
carry over into national fashions, and trends
across the nation always show up on college
campuses. However conservative Cedarville
may be considered, those trends are as prev-
alent here as at any other college.
In early editions of the Cedrus (predecessor
to the Miracle), Cedarville students first began
wearing gold-rimmed glosses, bow ties, the
original tortoise-shell frame, and scarves with
blouses. It's taken a few years, but those
trends are finally catching on here.
Like most other schools, Cedarville has also
had its fads. Before the letter jacket came
along, it was a must to own a school sweater;
and the college yearbook contained joke
pages and "wills" from senior to underclass-
men.
Today's Cedarville students continue to shop
at thrift stores, wear big, dark coats that are at
least thirty years old, and wear suspenders with
baggy old pants and high top sneakers. After
concerts and basketball games, they throng to H
& R Dairy Bar for tornadoes and gummy worms.
And they, too, are affected by national trends:
tanning booths, aerobics, head sets, and Levi's
501's.
Perhaps Cedarville is slightly isolated, resting
at the edge of a tired little hamlet in rural Ohio,
but the students have always been at the heart-
beat of fashion, wherever that may be.
Douglas Cherry
Mathematics
5rerlog, IL
Perry Ercole Chiarelli
Business Administration
Lincoln Pork, MI
Seniors 81
82 Seniors
Tony Lee Childers
Preseminory able Major
West Lafayette, IN
Lynn Cheryl Clark
Elementary Education
Cedarville, OH
Tracy D. Clark
Business Administration
Columbus, OH
Deborah Ann Clem
Elementary Education
Sandy, UT
Kristine E. Cline
English Education
Rockbridge, OH
Steven David Coates
Preseminory Bible Major
Muskegon, MI
Erin Elisabeth Coffman
Elementary Education
Tiffin, OH
Mary Ruth Cook
Music Education
Mansfield, OH
Mary E. Coons
Business Administration
Jeffers, MN
David Matthew Corry
Comprehensive Bible
Springfield, OH
Stephen M. Cox
Physical Education
Soo Paulo, Brazil
Lynn Dee Cramer
Elementary Education
Grindstone, PA
Angela K. Cremeons
Psychology
Troy, MI
Cynthia H Cronrath
English Education
Worsonrown, PA
Clancy Calvin Cruise
Comprehensive Bible
Woosres, OH
Gail Daiker
Business Administration
Sodus, NY
Christine F. Dail Janna L. Dalton Wendy Diane Datzman Kimberly A. Davis
Elementary Education Comprehensive Bible Communication Arts English Education
Ann Arbor, MI English, IN New Orleans, LA Gombrills, MO
Timothy Paul Davis
Business Administration
Haddon Heights, NJ
Tim Day
American Studies
Bellecenrer, OH
Jenny Sue Dean
Accounting
Findlay, OH
Susan Marie Dean
English Educorion
Mr. Clemens, MT
Wayne Edward Degelman
Business Administration
Unionrown, PA
Showna Marie Denney
Elementary Education
Hebron, KY
Judy K. Denning
Broadcasting
Newark, OH
Matthew J. Dickinson
English Education
Willomson, NY
Debra Louise Diem
Elemenrory Education
McAlisterville, PA
Kendra Jean Doctor
Elementary Education
Grand Hoven, M1
David Frank Dooley
Behavioral Science
Crawfordsville, IN
David J. Douglas
Preseminory Bible Major
Middletown, OH
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Kerin S. Downey
One Year Bible
Brazil, IN
Mark Anthony Duquette
Preseminory Bible Major
Kodiak, Aloskso
Rebecca Jane Dye
Nursing
Urbana, OH
Richard Dye
Public Administration
Colvmbus, OH
Debbie Ann Dysert
Elementary Education
Geneva, OH
Judy Elaine Eagleston
Business Administration
Mansfield, OH
Luke Eaton
Mathematics
Merhuen, MA
Anne Elizabeth Edwards
Behavioral Science
Deonsboro, NY
Lamar C. Eifert
Business Administration
Hummelsrown, PA
Ruth Ann Eissens
Business Administration
Fulton, IL
Robbie S. English
Business Administration
Whitehouse, PA
Janice Lynn Estes
Nursing
Sprague, WA
84 Seniors
Gene M. Evans
Business Administration
Columbus, OH
Don D. Everett
Biology
Fairfield, IA
Yvonne A. Facey
Communication Arts
Queens, NY
Lisa C. Fawcett
English
Wilkswick, OH
Alice L. Fenstermaker
Elementory Education
Arcadia, OH
Wendi Anne Figory
Elementary Education
Norwich, NY
Loura Marie Fish
Elementary Education
Johesborough, TN
Jodie Lynn Flach
Elementary Education
Gladwin, MI
Philip R. Fogle Jr.
Mathematics
Springfield, VA
Andrew Ford
Comprehensive Bible
Grove City, PA
Common Majors
Long ago our beloved Cedar-
ville College was fondly
known as BBI (Baptist Bible In-
stitute). Because of its begin-
ning under Baptist ownership
as a Bible college in those
years, the students majored in
some form of Biblical studies.
Graduates most often became
pastors, missionaries, or Chris-
tian ministry workers.
As Cedarville made the tran-
sition to a liberal arts college
and began its work toward ac-
creditation, the majors offered
varied. Today the most popular
major is business, with empha-
ses in administration, computer
information systems, and secre-
tarial science. The recent ac-
creditation of the growing nurs-
ing program has reinforced an
already strong program and
the second most commonly
chosen major. Consistent with
its heritage, Cedarville has
maintained a powerful Bible
department whose various em-
phases incorporate the third
largest major today. The edu-
cation program, too, has re-
mained popular throughout the
years and expanded from its
small beginning years ago to
certify teachers for both Chris-
tian and public schools in near-
ly every field possible.
Although the majors which
were most commonly declared
in the early days of Cedarville
College are no longer at the
top of the list, Cedarville Col-
lege has maintained and en-
couraged the tradition of excel-
lence in each of the liberal arts
divisions as well as in the origi-
nal Bible department.
Claire Anne Fortosis
Psychology
Rockford, MI
Andrew L. Fraser
Computer information Systems
Flint, MI
Seniors 85
Robert A. Fread
Comprehensive Bible
Loveland, OH
Randall G. Frederick
Business Administration
Poraskolo, OH
Todd T. Free
Business Administration
Coshocton, OH
David C. Frey
Comprehensive Bible
Davison, MI
Gregory L. Frye
Compurer Information Systems
Ionic, MI
Marla Sue Fuller
Nursing
South Bend, IN
Deanna K. Gabel
Nursing
Quincy, IL
Janet Sue Gormorter
Accounting
Rawson, OH
Kenneth A. Giesman
Accounting
Pfttsburgh, PA
Jodean Marie Gifford
Elementary Education
Urbana, IN
Jeffrey W. Gilbert
Broadcasting
New Carlisle, OH
Anne L. Gordon
Nursing
Willamsport PA
86 Seniors
Wendy Jo Grady
Accounting
Dyer, IN
Kelly Ann Grant
Business Administration
North Conron, OH
Tracy E. Grimes
English
Ankeny, IA
Virginia Ann Gruneisen
Broadcasting
Mansfield, OH
Amy Jo Guest
Business Administration
Hudson, MI
Stacy L. Gunther
Elementary Education
Northfield, OH
Brenda Jo Gust
Nursing
Hilton, NY
Lori R. Haberli
Psychology
Rhinelander, WI
Lyn M. Hackenberry
Elementary Education
Henrierro, NY
Rebecca Jo Haga
Music
Kingman, IN
Kelly Hamilton
Elementary Education
Nashville, MI
Laure S. Hancock
Political Science
Jackson, MI
Elizabeth Joy Hansen
Nursing
Staten Island, NY
Steve J. Hanson
Broadcasting
Waterloo, IA
Judith E. Hoppe
Physical Education
Macedon, NY
Stephen J. Harper
Psychology
Cambridge, OH
Kathi Harris
Behavioral Science
Galion, OH
Laura A. Hartsough
Nursing
South Bend, IN
Richard G. Haywood
Biology
Springworer, NY
Larry Leox Heacox II
Mothemorics
Beech Grove, IN
Seniors 87
Heather A. Healey
Biology
Pembroke, Onrorio
Jeffrey Lee Heffelfinger
Psychology
Troy, OH
Diana L. Heitzman
Accounting
Meromoro, IL
Cynthia Joan Helmick
Speech
Clayton, OH
Kellie L. Helmick
Compurer Information Systems
Sr. Charles, MO
Eric D. Helmuth
Psychology, Music
Springfield, OH
Nadeen Kay Henderson
Elemenrory Education
Springfieki, OH
Lisa Beth Henry
Behoyiorol Science
Wappingers Folls, NY
Rebecca L. Henthorn
Psychology
New Martinsville, WV
Kendall Lynn Herrick
Accoun ring
Morshollrown, IA
Hope Hibbard
Elemenrory Educorion
Woodhul, NY
Karla Marie Hines
Psychology, Behavioral Sc.
Polk, OH
88 Seniors
Mark Joseph Hinman
Computer Informotion Systems
Randolph, NY
Richard Hobby
Commuinicorion Arts
Toledo, OH
Virginia Marie Hochstettler
Nursing
Harrod, OH
Beth J. Hoecke
Nursing
Berea OH
Christopher James Hoefler
Comprehensive able
Milwaukee, WI
Philip J. Hohulin
Preseminory Bible Major
South Bend, IN
Entertainment
One of the most important reasons for at-
tending college is to have fun. Unfortunately,
unlike most large universities and colleges,
Cedarville College does not have the benefit
of on exciting locale. Surrounded by cornfields
and cattle, college students here are hard
pressed for entertainment. Throughout its 100
years, therefore, the college's students have
resorted to creating their own forms of enter-
tainment.
In the early days, life was simpler and
quieter, and students were content to partici-
pate in country walks, drives, idle pranks, and
freshman initiations. As the years passed,
though, the activities became unique.
During the thirties, new students were wel-
comed to the campus with a faculty/adminis-
tration tea, and they closed the year with a
mock wedding, usually secretly planned and
clandestinely carried out.
The fifties brought a genuine "Social Life
Committee" who planned all the events of
the year to keep the students busy. Each class
and organization produced its own play and
presented it to the rest of the student body.
The Student Wives' Fellowship continued its
activities through the fifties and put on teas
and banquets for the ladies.
Deborah Holt
Psychology
Xenia, OH
SheIlie Horton
Communication Arts
Lansing, MI
The sixties and seventies saw an increasing
number of televisions on campus, which provid-
ed passive entertainment for those students who
were not content with the games at the student
center, sports in the gym, or other extracurricular
activities.
Today, too, Cedarville students have found
new forms of entertainment. The lovely Cedar-
ville Lake provides canoeing, relaxing, and duck
watching in the spring and skating and hockey
in the winter. Few students miss those unbeliev-
ably unusual basketball games, complete with
the Bee and pep band; and the intramural
schedule includes every existing sport and some
athletic activities which exist nowhere outside of
this little village. "Young's runs" are a never-fail
solution to almost any problem: studies, bore-
dom, loneliness. And there is always, of course,
plenty of country for a walk or bike ride.
Cedarville College students may never know
what really motivated those men long ago to
build a college in this "unique" setting, but its
creative students somehow manage to find
ways of making life fun here in the cornfields.
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4
Joel M. Hoskinson
Accounting, C5
Lewisberry, PA
Scott J. Howder
Computer Information Systems
Kagoshima, Japan
Dorothy Elaine Howdyshell
Elementary Education
Pickeringron, OH
Mark David Huebscher
Mathematics
Maple Hrs , OH
90 Seniors
Paul R. Hughes
Business Adminisrrorion
Pitman, NJ
Joanie Marie Hull
Accounting
Inrerlaken, NY
Paula M. Hunn
Behavioral Science
New Lebanon, OH
Judy M. Hunt
Nursing
Continental, OH
Norma Kay Hutchison
Behavioral Science
Minter, AL
Jeffrey A. Imhoff
Accounting
Riverview, MI
John T. Irving Jr.
English
Cedarville, OH
Douglas Scott Iverson
History
Milan, MI
L. Charles Jackson Jr. Richard D. James Kimberly Dawn Jenkins
History Management, OS Business Administration
Bloomington, IA Wiscosser, ME Lebanon, OH
Susan L. Jessop
Elementary Education
Baltimore, MD
Diane Rencie Johnson
Nursing
45 YN
Kelly Lynn Johnson
Elementary Education
Springfield, OH
Virginia I. Johnson
Behavioral Science
Pierson, MI
Robin L. Johnston
Elementary Education
Lebanon, OH
Kelly K. Jones
Elementary Education
Union Grove, WI
Marsha J. Jones
Accounting
Wellman, IA
Mary C. Jones
History
Cherokee Village, AR
Suzanne Eve Jones
Elementary Education
Rochester, NY
Valerie Colleen Jones
English
Oh ^-,30 IL
Fred E. Kanogy
Preseminory Bible Major
Wolford, ND
John Kejr
Business Administration
Tucson, AZ
Sandra Frances Kennedy
Behavioral Science, Psychology
Cambridge, Ontario
Richard T. Kester
Political Science
Akron, NY
David William Ketcham
Business Administration
Wyoming, MI
James Ketring
Business Administration
Waukee, IA
Susan J. Kiener
Nursing
Strongsvii, OH
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Pamela Jane Kimble
Elementary Education
Jerseyville, IL
Beth Ann King
Communication Arts
Newwork Volley, NY
James L. Kirtland Jr.
Accounting
Berkeley Heights, NJ
Kimberley Sue Kiser
Accounting
Little Hooking, OH
Danielle Kay Kizer
Business Administration
Mr. Pleasant, MI
Jeffrey W. Kline
Business Administration
Merrilifille, IN
Rebecca Ann Klapp
Business Educoron
Quebec City, Quebec
Mary Beth Knicely
Accounting
Adomsv8e, OH
James R. Koerber
Business Administration
Colchester, CT
Sonya R. Kreidler
Science
Indianapolis, IN
Lorin Kenneth Krikke
Mathematics
Greenwich, OH
Kathy E. Krull
Business Administration
Omaha, NE
92 Seniors
Rhonda L. Kyser
Behavioral Science
Ashland, OH
Susan Jane Lafferty
Business Administration
Menomonee Falls, WI
Daniel A. Lahaie
Computer Information Systems
Indianapolis, IN
Michael C. Lane
Comprehensive Bible
South Whales, NY
Sandra M. Lauterbach
Business Administration
Duckeysrown, MD
CSCER A
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Hang Outs
The locations may have changed, but Ce-
darville students still "hang out" for the some
reasons they did fifty years ago — food and
fun. These pastimes are so popular that in the
thirties the "Chewin' Club" (an eating organi-
zation) had to be divided into two separate
clubs. When nothing else could be obtained,
students resorted to country walks searching
for apples.
In later years, these needs were met at a
variety of "hong outs," but several are still
fondly remembered, although they no longer
exist. The eighties' local Cedar Junction site
was once the Big Wheel, a much patronized
sixties "hang out." It was that era's answer to
Michael David Law
Music Education
Norwich, NY
Jersey Dairy
COFFEE • DONUTS
ICE CREAM
Jeffrey A. Leach
Spanish
Odenron, MD
the H & R Dairy Bar. And during the blizzard in
the seventies, no place was more populated
than the college cafeteria; the staff served cold
cuts to game-playing, snow-bound students. To-
day Cedarville students "hang out" at a variety
of places ranging from the campus Govelyte
Deli and student center to the ever popular
Young's Dairy (open 24 hours). During spring
quarter, the reservoir is the "backyard" at this
home away from home.
Time may have changed the
locations for Cedarville student
"hang outs," but it's still hard to
find another group of people
who are so highly motivated
by the desire for anything ed-
ible and an opportunity to
laugh than today's CC students.
Angie Ledford
Business Administration
Union City, GA
Doris Ann Lindley Michelle B. Livingston
Business Administration Nursing
Baltimore, MD Yubo City, CA
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Catherine Mary Lombard
Nursing
Wort, IL
Sheldon Scott MacGillivray
Amer/con Studies
Toronto, Ontotio
Linda A. Lons
Business AdministronOn
Medina, OH
Terri Lynn Mackenzie
Music Educorion
Muskegon, MI
Donald H. Lough Jr.
Comprehensive Bible
Schroon Lake, NY
Roger Dale Luttrell
Communication Arts
Columbus, OH
Lisa Manion
Business Administration
Plano, IL
Lynda L. Marriott
Nursing
Ononnori, OH
Holly S. Marshall
EngILsh Educorion
Phoenikville, PA
William Paul Marshall
Accounting
Schroon Lake, NY
Ronald L. Martin
Comprehensive Bible
Verono, WI
Rodney Mark Mason
Accounting
Huntington, WV
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Kimberly A. Masters
Physical Education
Monroe, IA
Brenda Kay Mostin
Nursing
Covington, KY
Kelly R. Mathis
Business Administration
Chillicothe, OH
Tanya McBee
Nursing
Columbia, MD
Tracy Lynne McCoy
Psychology
Linesville, PA
Elizabeth M. McGillivray
English
Cedarville, OH
Mark McIntyre
Behavioral Science
Bainbridge, OH
Carol Marie McKinley
Elementary Education
Coco/cc MI
Dana Gayle Messinger
Behavioral Science
Tiffin, OH
Jill Meridith Michonski
English
Wesr Sumsbury, CT
Shirley Miller
Elementary Education
Greenwood, DE
Tricia Dawn Miller
Elementary Education
Cosstoain, OH
Sherrie Lee Mills
Criminal Justice
Erie, PA
John Andrew Moore
Social Science
Hinckley, OH
Donna Mitchell
Physical Education
Xenia, OH
Brett Earl Montford
Broadcasting
Mr Hope, K5
Bryon Edward Montross
Biology
Cenrermoreland, PA
Gregory S. Moron
Accounting
Alexandria, VA
Don L. Morris
Business Administration
Marietta, OH
Dean Morse
Accounting
Pontiac, MI
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Kevin Lowrance Moser
Business Administration
Brook Pork, OH
Lisa A. Motzer
Nursing
Hamilton, OH
Debra Sue Mowrey
Elementary Education
Crown Point, IN
James M. Murdoch
History
Cedarville, OH
Patrick John Murphy
Accounting
Holefox, Novo 5cotio
Beth Ann Nester
Business Administration
Comp Hill, PA
Edward Wayne Neudeck
Business Administration
Delevon, NY
Kenneth Norman Nichols
Preseminory Bible Major
Orrowo Lake, MI
Gregory Scott Norden
Public Adminisrrofc-
Findloy, OH
Wendy Norton
Engksh
Buffalo Grove, IL
Sandra J. O'Boyle Danny E. Olinger
Fresno, OH
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Teresa Joy Palmer
Biology
Hibbing, MN
Chris D. Parsons
Comprehensive Bible
Columbus, OH
Deborah C. Pate
Behavioral Science
Goleta, CA
Thurman Robert Poyton
Social Science
Lakewood, OH
Shelle Perkins
Accounnng
Hinckley, OH
Daniel Charles Petek
Business Adminisrrorion
Medina, OH
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Earning Money
Simply by definition of being college stu-
dents, the necessity for earning tuition and
spending money creates a variety of options
for the student to take. Although more Cedar-
ville students work off-campus today than
ever before, the on-campus employment op-
portunities haven't changed much.
Popular off-campus jobs vary from cashiers
and baggers at Kennedy's in Xenia, pushing
pizzas at Pizzo Hut, or scooping ice cream at H
& R Dairy Bar to such odd jobs as church
janitor, attendant at the YMCA, and mechan-
ics and gas station attendants at area busi-
nesses. To some, those jobs during college are
merely a means to earn needed cash; but for
others, they are the beginning of a career.
Working on-campus, though, rarely leads
to a bright future in the employee's respec-
tive field. Few students hope to spend end-
Renee" A. Peterson
English Educonon
5rerling, VA
Thomas L. Peterson
Business Adminisrronon
Belmonr, NY
less hours working in the dish pit, cleaning rest
rooms, or riding a TORO. Just as Cedarville Col-
lege students years ago worked at the College
Dining Club, on the housekeeping staff, or in
various other campus jobs, students today find
similar means to provide the funds for their days
here at Cedarville.
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Amy Louise Phillips
Psychology
Columbus, OH
Kim E. Potts
Accounting
Montrose, PA
Jean E. Pinkerton
Nursing
Dugspur, VA
Douglas E. Pugh
Accounting
Louisville, OH
Jeffrey S. Piper
Preseminiory Bible Major
Kennewick, WA
Rolando Ponce
Biology
Rio Piedras, Puerro Rico
Ferdinand Henry Rojchel
Psychology
Newark, OH
Kimberly Jean Ramsier
Physical Education
Wooster, OH
Roger Lee Randall
Political Science
Doke, ID
Daniel Howard Rase
Comprehensive Bible
Portsmouth, OH
Kara Janelle Ray
Business Administration
Lebanon, OH
Patricia J. Reed
Elementary Education
Sr. Johnsbury, VT
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George Edwin Reede Jr.
Political Science
Geioerrown, PA
Lawrence G. Reeder
Computer Information Sysrems
Columbus, OH
Jennifer Eileen Reeves
Accoun ring
Deny, PA
Rebecca D. Reid
Elementary Education
Romeo, Ml
Cheryl A. Rendle
Physical Education
Toronto, Ontario
Katherine Dorris Reynolds
Elementary Education
West Bend, WI
Pamela Jo Rickard
Elementary Education
Richland, WA
Timothy J. Rivetti
Business Administration
Hermitage, PA
David Lee Robinette
Preserninory Bible Major
CincinnorL OH
Kimberly J. Robinson
Nursing
Florence, KY
Renee Jeanne Rolfe
Elementary Education
Woodland, ME
Sherry M. Rotramel
Communication Arts
Elkhart, IN
Darren L. Ruby
Business Administration
Elizoberhrown, PA
Glen W. Sallee
Business Administration
Ferndale, MI
Timothy Mark Schaket
Business Administration
Cincinnor OH
Elizabeth A. Schultz
History
Grove City, OH
Melody Ann Schultz
Elementary Education
Interlochen, FL
Deborah S. Schwartz
Elementary Education
Almond, NY
Daniel R. Searles
Accounting
Pontiac, IL
Erick J. Seidel
Preseminory Bible Major
Springfiled, VA
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Forrest Randal Sellers
Communicorion Arts
West Chester, OH
Judith Semmelroth
Elementary Educarion
North Royalton, OH
Linda L. Shoffer
English Education
Indianapolis, IN
Terry B. Sharp
Biology
Clarksburg, WV
Kevin Andrew Show
English
Coss City, MI
Deena Renee' Shriver
Physical Education
York, PA
Eric L. Shrum
Preseminory Bible Major
Dayton, OH
Sheri Lynn Shuler
Elementary Education
Londonderry, NH
Kathryn Marie Sibert
Mathematics Education
Morrinsburg, WV
Thomas D. Simic
Bible Comprhensive
Rockville, IN
Deborah Lee Simmen
Communication Arts
Morton, IL
Rebecca Ellen Sinclair
Communication Arts
Sheridan, MI
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Tommy W. Sloan
Business Administration
Mr. Pleasont, IA
David A. Smallmon
Business Administration
Strongsville, OH
Thomas James Smart
Psychology
Portland, OR
Liana Smith
Elementary Educorion
Ado, MI
Pamela Miriam Smith
Business Administration
Germantown, WI
Robert J. Smith
Communication Arts
Colgate, WI
Ronald M. Smith Jr.
Mathematics
Wappingers Foils, NY
Andrea B. Snyder
Mathematics
RomeovNe, IL
Donna Jean Snyder
English
Elizabethtown, PA
Dorcas Sommers
Elementary Education
Harry'ile, OH
Sheila Ann Southwell
English
Hudson, MI
Samuel T. Springer
Business Administration
Mr. Vernon, OH
Julie Lynn Stackhouse
English
Mooresrown, NJ
Wendy A. Stith
Behavioral Science
Mi/on, OH
Jill K. Storer
Elementary Education
Springfield, OH
Ronald Lee Stowell
Elementary Education
Midland, MI
Loretto M. Strock
History
Cleveland, OH
Brian Paul Sturgis
Computer Information Systems
Fairfax, VA
Mark Alan Swander
Business Administration
Jonesville, Ml
Pamela M. Swanson
Elementary Education
Cuyohogo Foils, OH
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Jill A. Swayzee
Accounting
Lapeer, MI
Mark Frederick Sweitzer
Social Spence
Norton, OH
Kenneth E. Swope
Mursing
17rusville, FL
Carrie Marie Tansey
Nursing
Brownhelm, OH
Shelley Anne Tarke
Psychology
Sutter, CA
Allison Kay Taylor
Business Adminisrrorion
Edgewood, KY
Deborah Ann Synnnott
Elementary Education
Naperville, IN
Walter L. Taylor
Public Administration
Cedorville, OH
Steven Keith Terpstra
Acco,r ^g
S„ y IA
Nadine Lin Terrill
Elementary Education
Xenia, OH
Amy Rebecca Thomas
sg
Keen^g OH
Donna Jane Thomas
Elementary Education
Elizobethrown, PA
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Lydia B. Thorton
Computer Information Sysrems
Mason, OH
Doris I. Tober
Spanish
Grand Rapids, MI
Edward Murry Todd
Accounting
Plainview, MN
Phyllis Mae Trivett
Elemenrory Education
Blanchester, oti
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Robert John Turner
Communication Arts
Rochester, NY
John Paul Tuttle
Business Administration
Indianapolis, IN
Lisa Lee Tyson
English
Elmira, NY
Kristy Vance
Physical Education
Syracuse, IN
Music Tastes
College students every-
where, no matter what time
period, are always concerned
with music. Cedarville has nev-
er been an exception. Because
of its college standard, the
school necessarily hold a policy
concerning music which is al-
lowed on campus. Within —
and without — those standards,
the taste in music has changed
over the years.
Since the days of jazz, big
band, and folk music, college
students have often listened to
music popular at the time. With
Elvis and rock and roll and the
Beatles, though, the "music
policy" began. Even so, Cedar-
ville students in the mid-sixties,
concerned with Viet Nam and
politics, listened to people like
Joan Baez and Peter, Paul, and
Mary, and waited for their draft
notices.
Now that Christian contem-
porary music has grown and
become more widely accept-
ed, students listen to every-
thing from Christine Wyrtzen,
Sandi Patti, and Steve Green to
Michael Card, Amy Grant, and
Farrell & Farrell. Cedarville stu-
dents still struggle with the mu-
sic policy, and college stan-
dards still don't always reflect
student tastes; but Dr. Dixon
still knows the hit "Christ is All I
Need" brings a smile to every-
one's face.
Jeffrey Carl Vander Heide
Broadcasting
Caledonia, MI
Kimberlee S. Venman
Business Administration
Menror, OH
Jeffrey A. VeStrand
Behavioral Science
Westfield, NY
Bridgot K. Vissman
Business Administration
Grand Rapids, MI
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Laurie A. Wagner
Elementary Education
Wellington, OH
Kevin Lawrence Wallace
Physical Education
Fosrerburg, IL
Steven P. Walter
Communication Arts
Des Moines, IA
David M. Wolters
Preseminory Bible Major
Newark, OH
Elizabeth Ann Waltrip
Business Administration
Stratford, NJ
Brandon Troy Waltz
Preseminory Bible Major
Cambridge Ory, IN
Shari Lynn Washburn
Behavioral Science
Lawton, MI
Cathy Watson
Elementary Education
Roveeno, MI
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Robert Kent Watson
Accounting
Mishawaka, IN
Kristin R. Weber
English
Bigfork, MT
David A. Wehman
Accounting
Son Diego, CA
Rujeana Tedford Wenrick
Elementary Education
Vermilion, OH
Paul Scott Wenz
Broadcasting
Romulus, MI
Douglas Dean Whittenburg
Accounting
Xenia, OH
Amy L. Welch
Nursing
Porrersville, NY
Robin Kimberley
Whittenburg
Spanish
Xenia, OH
David Alan Wiinomoki
Business Administration
5oulr Saint Marie, MI
Angelo G. Wilcox
Psychology
5pnng, TX
Kathy A. Wilkinson
Nursing
Elyria, OH
John Timothy Williams
Communication Arts
Middletown, PA
John Andrew Wilson
Communication Arts
Cincinnati; OH
Rachel Lori Wilson
Nursing
Cincinnati, OH
Teresa D. Wilson
Education
Toledo, OH
Donna R. Windish
Accounring
Middleville, MI
Tara Lee Wise
Business Administration
Indianapolis, IN
Janet Wittekind
Nursing
Levittown, NY
Stephen Edward Wood
Music Education
Haddonfield, NJ
Timothey C. Worosher
Business Administration
Huron, OH
Barbara Yanda
Elementary Education
Fillmore, NY
David A. Yeager
Computer Information Systems
North Vernon, IN
Ethel Paula Yoder
Elementary Education
Grantsville, MD
Eric Todd Zehr
Business Administration
Fr. Wayne, IN
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Diane 0. Abston
2-Year Secretarial
Crawfordsville, IN
Rhonda L. Altman
2-Year Secretarial
New Richmond, OH
Carol J. Bliss
2-Year Secretarial
Belding, MI
Polly Ann Brewer
2-Year Secretarial
Salisbury, NC
Diane Beth Clymer
2-Year Secretarial
Sellersville, PA
Jennifer Lynn Everoge
2-Year Secretarial
Eminence, IN
Deborah Lynn Fogle
2-Year Secretarial
Springfield, VA
Shannon Rae Fitz
2-Year Secretarial
Massillon, OH
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Lisa Grafton
2-Year Secretarial
Cedarville, OH
Gina Rae Long
2-Year Secretarial
Martinsburg, WV
Lisa Lynn Payne
2-Year Secretarial
Highland, IN
Lisa Beth Raines
2-Year Secretarial
Poroskolo, OH
Heidi Marie Ryon
2-Year Secretarial
Almond, NY
Tina Nadine Skiver
2-Year Secretarial
Conrinentol, OH
Christine M. Stowell
2-Year Secretarial
Midland, MI
Jennifer M. Ward
2-Year Secretarial
Ukiah, CA
Tri:e
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Jodi Lynn Yoder
2-Year Secreronoi
Alliance, OH
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Changes
Along with the changes that have
token place in society concerning wom-
en, the women who have attended Ce-
darville College in the past 100 years
have also changed. In a general sense,
the transition has been fairly consistent
with the political and social alterations
in the woman's status.
Always concerned with political is-
sues, the students of Cedarville were
naturally involved in the women's tem-
perance movement. They held marches
and meetings and celebrated when the
vote was cast.
The independence women gained
then has developed over the past sixty
years in a number of ways. For exam-
ple, more women attend Cedarville to-
day than men, and a greater percent-
in Women
age of those women are choosing career-oriented
majors. In some ways, they have come a long
way. But in others . . well, it's no longer Mother-
Daughter teas and the Student Wives' Fellowship;
now it's Alpha Delta Omega and Alpha Mu Chi.
Seniors 107
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Jeremiah 29:11 NIV
"For I know the plans I have for
you, declares the Lord, plans to
prosper and not to harm you, plans
to give you hope and a future."
Seniors 111
112 Underclassmen
Underclassxem
When a senior looks back to the rime when he was on underclassman, it
seems like yesterday; but when a freshman, sophomore, or junior anticipates
"seniority," it seems like forever until he will don that cap and gown. Some of a
college student's fondest memories were formed during his underclass years,
especially for those who had the privilege of living in rhe dormitory. Dorm life has
a way of fostering in srudenrs an excellent opportunity for learning how to better
live with others.
1 9 2 1
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BETHEL HALL
SOUTH HALL
Mrs. W.P. Harriman
Harriman Hall was named in honor of rhe late
Dr. W.P. Harriman, who was for many years a
member of rhe Board of Trustees of Cedarville
College. The purchase of the house and lot was
made possible in part through the generosity of
friends of Dr. Harriman. During the first parr of rhe
school year Mrs. Harriman was rhe housemother,
but because of illness she was unable to continue
her work. Mrs. Anderson of Xenia finished out the
year as housemother.
HARRIMAN HALL
Wayne Shaw
Philip Srirn
Mark Wolters
Jeffrey Zoiko
David Beal
Jeffrey Bergandine
Kristian Bradman
Tedd Cassidy
Robert Clemens
Edward Dible
David Gibbs
Thomas Gordon
Philip Grafton
Danny Kloha
Gilbert McClanahan
Timothy Moore
Chad Moyer
David Norris
James Pawelski
Silas Pearson
Jonathan Popo
James Rushe
Cary Underwood
Troy Von Liere
Timothy Willms
Mark Zearfaus
Kelly Belt
Stephen Billingsley
Glen Bowman
Tim Fischer
Benjamin Garrison
Todd Huguenin
Daniel Koin
Timothy Lethbridge
Scott Marsh
John Martin
Cory Neumann
Gregory O'Dell
Fred Rinehart
Steven Seymour
Andrew Snider
Mark Wolf
Jonathan Wright
David Burk
Wes Cunningham
Robert Donawa
Mark George
Raymond Gesualdo
Kenneth Horton
Todd Hummel
Joy Inman
Mark James
Robert Koch
Patrick Mackenzie
Russell Norman
Christian Pilet
Bethel/South/Harriman 113
FAITH HALL
The administration expressed rhe faith that Cedarville
College was built upon by naming this women's dormito-
ry Faith Hall. The original was purchased from Wright
Patterson and moved here in '58. In '65, New Faith was
completed. Faith is the oldest women's dorm and is
recognized for having rhe best pastures for sun bathers
and for its lingering attic-like odor. Freshmen usually
reside in Faith, but a few adventure-seekers join up for a
second year.
114 Faith
411111Wit
FAITH HAL
Karen Acker
Wendy Adkins
Rochoel Angst
Kim Borch
Denise Bass
Sarah Bassett
Dawn Beach
Jacki Becker
Joan Beltz
Angela Beschler
Mora Blackburn
Linda Blakely
Deborah Borleis
Diane Borleis
Shelia Brown
Lisa Bryant
Julie Burkholder
Kim Byrom
Janice Caldwell
Michelle Carlyss
Teresa Carter
Cindy Cleaver
Torino Collick
Margaret Collier
Sally Compton
Elizabeth Conger
Pamela Conrad
Tracy Conrad
Terri Cooper
Carol Crowley
Sue Ann Cunningham
Beth Dowson
Carol Delaney
Theresa Dunlop
Kimberly Duzen
Susan Dye
Nancy Eibel
Josie Erwin
Debbie Fenton
Cheryl Fletcher
Darcey Floyd
Deborah Fogle
Christine Friesen
Shannon Fritz
Lisa Gorobadion
Sherri Gerdes
Kimberley Gilmour
Melissa Graham
Cynthia Guido
Kristen Harper
Nova Harris
Jenny Havens
Kathleen Howley
Theresa Henry
Sandra Hitchcock
Sandra Holbrook
Faith 115
Elicio Kleinpeter
Shelly Lemponen
Kimberly Loekhart
Charlene Lowe
Buff ie Mackereth
Julie Maiers
Melissa Martin
Syndy McCafferty
Michelle McGarry
Amanda McIntyre
Bonnie Miller
Julie Miller
Wendy Miller
Angelio Monnet
Rachel Morgret
Ruth Murtoff
Tommie Nasse
Crystal Patrick
Heidi Petros
Karina Quinn
Lynn Romsey
Christine Renberg
Chris Rober
Jennifer Rogers
Lisa Rogge
Cathy Rupp
S. Dion Russell
Rebecca Sadler
SoIly Jo Sager
Lois Schofield
Deborah Schwartz
Lynette Sebright
Lila Seest
Susan Seibert
Sharon Senay
Beth Ann Smith
Dawn Smith
Foyanne Smith
Ferrol Synder
Amy Springman
Julie Stonehouse
Eliza Stowe
Susan Swann
Jennifer Taft
Linda Thorp
Eileen Thompson
Joanne Thompson
Debra Times
Carol Tinkler
Sharon Tinkler
Julie Titus
Sarah Triehy
Koren Van Dommelen
Elizabeth Vromon
Karen Watkins
Penny Watkins
Melissa Way
Tracy Wemett
Janet Wenger
Julie Williams
Teresa Wilson
Catliie Worthley
Koro Yant
116 Faith
MADDOX HALL
Dr. Clifford Maddox
Maddox Hall was built in 1966 and named after Dr.
Clifford Maddox, the firsr academic dean. Located in the
cenrer of campus, this women's dorm overlooks the
lake. Although mostly an underclass dorm, irs friendly
atmosphere encourages visitors and sunbathers from all
over campus.
Rondo Altman
Amy Armstrong
Patricia Armstrong
Teresa Bailey
Beth Baker
Kimberly Baker
LeAnn Barenscheer
Maddox 117
Kathy Barnes
Dawn Beochum
Katie Beaman
Lori Beasecker
Lisa Bengtson
Lisa Denim
Rachel Benitz
Lisa Bergen
Melissa Berner
Andrea Berry
Melissa Bethel
Tolitho Bosworth
Mary Bowman
Beth Breederland
Mindy Brocious
Lori Brown
Tanya Bumpus
Jody Burris
Karla Butler
Collie Ann Campbell
Christine Carpenter
Julie Carter
Can Chamberlin
Amy Chandler
Samantha Chandler
Patricia Cherry
Brenda Clare
Crystal Clarke
Karen Clifford
Connie Cline
Renee Clor
Elizabeth Constable
Laurie Cooper
Brooke Cunningham
Carla Curry
Lori Daniels
Lisa Davidson
Stacey Davis
Melissa Denenberg
Angela Dennis
Tomero Detrick
Pamela Dillon
Beth Downey
Christine Drew
Edith Dulost
Cathy Dye
Ann Dykes
Kimberly Ebner
Jody Eckert
Michaelle Egel
Jeanie Erneston
Jennifer Everage
Jennifer Fink
Beverly Fisher
Heather Fowler
Teresa Francisco
Joann Freyermuth
Tomi Funderburg
Patricia Garcia
Brenda Gard
Jennifer Geer
Carol Geese
Sandra Gilbert
118 Maddox
Melissa Glatz
Jaime Gonzalez
June Graham
L. Jean Green
Julio Gregory
Sherry Grosch
Beth Grose
Laura Hacker
Sheryh Hambley
Gaye Harden
Nancy Hardin
Jeri Hostman
Karen Haynes
Kathy Haynes
Sarah Hiedorn
Rondo Heise
Kendra Herroid
Paulo Hines
Michelle Hinnergordt
Derricka Hockensmith
Gretchen Hoffmeyer
Cheryl Holland
Brenda Hollopeter
Cynthia Hoover
Down Howard
Paula Howard
Valerie Howard
Rebecca Howell
Angela Huested
Beth Ann Hughes
Kimberly! Hughes
Esther Hunt
Jody Hutchinson
Sally Inbody
Tami Jeffries
Bonnie Johnson
Kathleen Jones
Nancy Keisocker
Sharon Kerr
Vicky King
Donna Klimkowski
Virginia Knisley
Kristine Kuhns
Christina Lankford
Ramona Larsen
Beth Anne Latoello
Janet Lawrence
Patricia Le Croix
Tino Lethco
Kathleen Low
Laura Maiers
Kristen Marshall
Cynthia Matonti
JaneIle Maxwell
Melissa Mee
Karen Meloche
Maddox 119
Kimberly Mitchell
Heather Moody
Melyndo Moody
Michele Moody
Elizabeth Moon
Pamela Moon
Rebecca Morgan
Bethany Most
Sheila Murdoch
Stephanie Murray
Sue Nosh
Michelle Nester
Ann Nicholson
Leah Nunn
Faith Deloppo
Michele Opitz
Susette Orth
Cheryl Ortloff
Tracy Osborn
Tina Parkinson
Alicia Parnell
Holly Patterson
Barbara Poxson
Rebecca Pearson
Josette Pena
Christine Penny
Lynne Pitonyok
Katrina Plourde
Gina Poppenhagen
Jill Posey
Ann Powers
Michelle Prince
LeiLani Pritts
Lisa Rains
Julie Ream
Vivian Reebel
Krista Reed
Sharon Reifsnyder
Patricia Rice
Rebecca Richardson
Megan Riley
Tekerro Rinehart
Mary Ritenour
Amy Robenolt
Deborah Robinson
Teresa Robinson
Susan Rogers
Debra Rotromel
Cheryl Ruble
Melissa Runion
Amy Russell
Deborah Russell
Robin Sanders
Dorothy Schierwagen
Jennifer Schritz
Jill Scowcroft
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Debbie Smith
Rebecca Lynn Smith
Rebecca Lynn Smith
Ronda Smith
Michelle Snook
Donnie Synder
Stephanie Solomon
Janet Stauffer
Domoris Stevens
Kimberly Stilwell
Tamara Storm
Jody Stough
Elaine Stroup
Ann Sulek
Joelle Swortz
Kimberly Sweet
Stefanie Swift
Lydia Tanner
Greta Tosker
Brenda Taylor
Melinda Taylor
Tomi Taylor
Dorothy Thomas
Sara TiIla
Jomelle Toler
Laura Tuttle
Christo Umbaugh
Koren Valentine
Kelly Valentine
Sharon Von Dommelen
Margaret Vonderberg
Julie Waddell
Rebecca Wakefield
Christine Walbom
Andrea Wollock
Joy Wormon
Deborah Wornshuis
Kristine Watson
Brenda Weber
Kimberly Weidner
Dona Weld
Barbara Wells
Katharine Weiner
JaneIle Wornli
Brenda West
Wendy Widder
Margaret Wildman
Molly Williams
Susan Williams
Jennifer Williamson
Linda Willis
Jennifer Wilson
Jodi Wilson
Julie Wilson
Melissa Wilson
Lara Wilt
Melissa Windish
Angelo Wright
Shawna Wright
Karen Young
Tracy Young
Ruth Yuen
Dawn Zeigler
Maddox 121
ROGERS HALL
The Hill Home of the "rowdies," rhe Hill was built in
1974. Iris composed of three units; Rogers, named after
alumnus Bob Rogers; Marshall, after Gerald "Pop" Mar-
shall in maintenance; and Carr, after Hugh Corr who was
also from Maintenance.
Someone's always pulling a prank on the Hill, whether
it be water fights, shoving cream underneath rhe door,
stealing rhe mouthpiece our of a phone, or putting 500
pounds of snow in front of the RA's door.
122 Rogers/Palmer
Robert Rogers
Chad Anderson
Byron Bennet
Robert Bowman
Paul Corson
Myles Detterman
Todd Dowden
David Driskill
Mark Fairhurst
Craig Fee
Jomie-Lee Fields
Lorry Frazier
Charles Fullerton
Christian Gifford
Kenneth Goodman
Mike Harrison
Bryan Hayes
Bruce Hermann
Bruce Hoefler
Dwayne Hoff
Donald Holt
D. Scott Krotche
Kip Krotche
John Krueger
Charles Layman
Scott Morgan
Jeffrey Morton
Poul Norman
Greg Phipps
Mork Piper
Andrew Salvatore
David Seibel
Brian Sjoquist
David Smith
Timothy Smith
Lorry Starkey
James Venman
Neal Wallace
PALMER HALL
Rogers/Palmer 123

Randy Amos
Matthew Anthony
Steve Averitt
Brett Barnes
Timothy Beach
Daniel Belden
Kirk Belmont
Andrew Bidlen
Mork Bishop
Jeffrey Bolender
Bruce Bowman
Steven Brown
Calvin Burke
Bradley Caldwell
Gary Clemmer
Scott Collins
David Conner
Jeffery Czyzyk
Carl Decker
Charles Grizzord
Mark Groves
S. Vic Haddad
Paul Hamlin
Brian Hanson
Kevin Howells
Eric Johnson
Loren Johnson
Paul Keck
Stephen Lamb
Robert Latorella
David Lehe
Rick Mackey
Steve Mayers
Thomas McFadden
Michael Miller
Tim Miskimen
Richard Morgan Jr.
William Morgan
Poul Muckley
Mark Reehl
J. David Reid
Ken Rexilius
Craig Ritchie
David Rumberger
Daryl Rutt
Todd Sollstrom
Mark Shaffer
Daniel Smith
David Sommers
James Taylor
Nathan Tuckey
John Urbohn
Conrad Weaver
Scott Wedlake
John Willer
Jeffrey Wilson
Matthew Wojnorowski
Brion Young
Robert Zender
Carr 125

Eric Adams
Jeff Anderson
Brian Boob
Jeff Barber
Komeron Bradman
Brian Bush
Joel Button
Patrick Codle
Timothy Canterbury
Curtis Clind
David Cook
Ed Curry
Robert Curtis
Paul Czerniak
Richard Donhof II
Eric Efting
Stephen Funk
Daniel Goskill
Poolo Gonzalez
Greg Gorsline
Richard Greene
Joseph Hardy
Henry Hayes
Randy Hensley
Michael Hott
Christian Hottel
David Humphrey
James Jacobs
Michael Kendall
Von Kinsey
John Kohlmeyer
Gory Koontz
Timothy Lewis
Joel Lum
Tim Manning
Dennis McMichael
Daniel Mleziva
Larry Nocella
Peter Pantzer
Roderick Perkins
Duane Priddy
Hamilton Richards
Terry Routson
Peter Sovord
Cary Show
Kenyon
Shepherd
Berlin Sherrick
Terry Lynn
Tod Thompson
Byron Upchurch
Timothy Wagner
Russell Wight
Michael Wood
Marshall 127
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LAWLOR HALL
Lawlor Hall, founded in 1978, was named
after Dr. George Lawlor, professor of Greek. It
is a dangerous dorm, especially for the newly
engaged Lawlor man who is thrown into the
murky, slime-filled lake, where he is immedi-
arely congratulated. Occasional "buck-bucks,"
now illegal but secretly practiced underground,
and water fights are also traditional practices.
One can't forget the midnight snow climbing in
December when guys dived into mountains of
snow from their windows.
Dr. George Lawlor
nothy Abramowitz
David Allen
Michael Anderson
Stephen Anderson
John Angus
Stephen Apple
Scott Auwarter
Michael Ayres
Joel Barker
Kerry Baumgartner
Scott Beanie
John Bercaw
Chris Bernard
Nathan Bobbett
Scott Boyer
Brad Bresson
Jeffery Brown
Mark Brown
Steve Brumbaugh
Brent Budd
Daniel Byrum
Victoir Cahoon
Kelly Callen
Joel Campbell
Glenn Carpenter
Kevin Carpenter
Phillip Chapman
Stanford Charlton
Joel Christensen
Robert Coffman
Timothy Coons
Marc Cooper
James Costas
Luis Cruz
Philip Cruz
Doug Cunningham
Deron Davis
Michael Davis
Nathan Davis
Scott Deetz
Jim Demusz
David Dennis
Wilfred Deshetsky
Paul Dillon
David Doud
Donald Drozd
Todd Dunckel
Stephen Elkins
Evan English
Tim Entner
Daniel Erlandson
Richard Ernst
Quentin Eshleman
Brian Ethridge
James Eutsey
Gary Fernandez
Eric Fillinger
Douglas Filter
Stephen Fisher
Kenneth Fleetwood
Andrew Ford
Roger Foreman
Gregory Fronk
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Michael Freeman
Dean Frey
Todd Gathany
Stephen Gerhardt
George Gibbs
Gregory Gibbs
Daniel Gonzalez
Brian Gorman
Michael Green
Bradley Gregory
Robert Gresch
Lowell Halbach
Keith Hammer
Shaun Hannay
Joe Hanssen
Mark Harden
Rodman Hosetrine
Jonathan Haskell
Marvin Hawk
Roiceon Hawkins
Joe Hayden
Ronald Hayes
Timothy Haynes
David Hays
Eric Hempel
Shown Hess
Robert Hicks
Robert Hildebrand
Bobby Hile
Viichoel Hillenburg
Gary Hoag
Greg Hobaugh
David Hoecke
Von Holloway
David Holt
Bradley Hood
Derek Hughes
Brion Hultz
Brian Humphreys
rimothy Jeunnette
Dennis Johnson
Robert Joiner
Daniel Jones
Jamie Jordon
Gerald Keller
John Kelley
Kerry Kendrick
Darrin King
Robert Kinney
David Kush
Mark Lamb
John Landis
Mark Lotorella
John Law
Thomas Liming
Douglas Loescher
Mork Luce
Brent Lydic
Thomas Mach
Mork Maglott
Jeffrey Mann
Brion Marburger
Bruce Martin
Kevin McAlvey
Mark McClain
David McEwen
Christopher McGillivray
Kevin McPeake
Jeffrey McVicker
Mark Meyers
James Mieden
Robert Miller
Scott Miller
David Mooney
Christopher Moore
Douglas Moore
Douglas Morris
Steven Moyer
Errin Mulberry
Glenn Nash
John Negret
Thomas Nelson
Adam Newell
David Nichols
Jon Ortiz
Ken Oster
Timothy Page
Brad Parker
Robert Poswaters
Joe Perrock
Charles Petrie
Scott Poling
Steven Rocz
Kenneth Ramey
Brian Reebel
Christopher Reese
Poul Reid
Jeffrey Reiter
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Thomas Reiter
Philip Rice
Joffre Robalino
William Rodebaugh
Michael Rose
David Ryan
Timothy Ryan
Mark Sallee
Darren Salsbury
Jose Sanchez
Raymond Sand
Poul Schaak
Kevin Schleinitz
John Schneider
Bryon Schroll
Matthew Schueren
Charles Scott
Rt.:hard Sechrist
Mork Seher
Stephen Severance
Jeff Sexton
Gory Shaffer
Philip Shaul!
Donald Simerly
Keith Simpson
Timothy Sites
James Smelser
Jack Smith
Brian Smith
Christopher Smith
Stephen A. Smith
Steven M. Smith
Steven P. Smith
Kevin Spink
Stephen Stalter
John Stephens
Brian Stevens
Trenton Stokes
David Stoner
Jack Stumme
Jon Tennant
Phillip Thornton
Konstontin Tsibouris
Kevin Tupps
Michael Vanek
Christopher Wallace
Kevin Worstler
Raymond Washburn
Steven Washburn
Michael Watson
Bradley Weaver
Brian Weber
Mark Wells
James White
S. White
Casey Williams
Kirtley Wilson
Derek Wilson
Michael Wittmer
Michael Woodard
Alastair Wright
David Wuestner
Patrick Yonke
130 Lawlor
Printy, Hall
Beatrice Printy
Prinry, the well-noted dorm named after the
infamous "Ma Prinry," was built in 1980. Its
enduring love affair with Lawlor and irs annual
"Printy-Whar creates jealousy and animosity
with the Wil'errs Women. To the dismay of
many Printy women, the dorm is presumed
unfortunately to be built on a giant ant hill. Its
occupants regularly seize the rooms of many
unsuspecting victims. But Mrs. Howell, armed
with millions of ant traps, always comes to rhe
rescue.
Deborah Ager
Catherine Anderson
Lourly Ann Anderson
Jill Angel
Katherine Augustine
Michelle Bobbin
Kimberly Bailey
Amy Barber
Becky Batey
Sherri Bauer
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Kathy Bavec
Kimberly Beaver
Alice BeCraft
Julia Beimly
Amy Be!garde
Marcy Benjamin
Kelli Bensink
Michelle Berkey
Kimberly Biddinger
Lynette Bishop
Donna Blumenstock
Loni Sue Borgmon
Brenda Bow
Taro Bowling
Toni Bowling
Jennifer Bowman
Julie Box
Christina Boyle
Kelli Bradds
Judith Bradway
Susan Bradway
Kimberly Bragg
Shelley Brandenburg
Jennifer Brandt
Janie Bresson
Polly Brewen
Lori Brovont
Renee Brown
Shelley Brown
Shelby Browning
Michelle Bumgardner
Kimberly Burrell
Tina Calkins
Dawn Corey
Renee Carr
Jenifer Carroll
Lynn Case
Susan Chitwood
Jennifer Chon
Elizabeth Church
Rebecca Clifford
Melissa Coffey
Deneen Cole
Monica Coleman
Nancy Columbo
Pamela Commons
Lynn Costly
Kim Coston
Angie Creekmur
Louanne Cruz
Lois Cummings
Jill Cunningham
Cynthia Curry
Tina Daley
Michelle Dalton
Rochelle Daniels
Emily Davenport
Rebecca Davis
Amy DeCook
Twona Dillard
Melody Dillon
Christine Douglass
Michelle Drummond
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Joy Dubois
Debbie Dunzweiler
Wendy Dymond
Amy Easton
Kimberly Eimers
Debbie Elliott
Tracy Evans
Joy Fagan
Donna Faulkner
Kathleen Fawver
Stacey Finch
Margaret Flora
Eileen Friesen
Donna Froehlich
Melissa Gallagher
Linda Garrigan
Lisa Garvin
Julie Gersemo
Cheryl Gilbert
Kelley Gill
Cheri Gillespie
Robyn Graham
Laurie Gross
Dana Guy
Kiamberly Hohnenstein
Joy Hamilton
Brenda Honks
Laura Harju
Connie Harvey
Anna Haskowich
Diane Hayes
Sonia Hein
Donna Helm
Shannon Helmick
Jennifer Henderson
Stacy Heniser
Lisa Herroon
Julie Hess
Rebecca Hill
Lisa Holley
Amy Holtmann
Dawn Hooley
Corrine Hornbacher
Joanne Hornbeck
Penelope Howder
Teresa Huber
Sandra Hudon
Laura Huggart
Rebecca Hummel
Laura Hunt
Lisa Hurst
Norma Hutchison
Kristine Hyatt
Toro Hyde
Toni Isaacson
Teresa Jackson
Dolly Jacobs
Diane Jontzi
Joy Jarvis
Tommy Jenkins
Julie Jensen
Jan Johnson
Jill Johnson
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Kristyn Johnson
Koren Johnston
Koren Jones
Amy Joslin
Susan Kauer
Dionne Keens
Lisa Kersten
Kimberly Killion
Melissa Kimmel
Sheryl King
Danielle Kirkpotrick
Julie Knouff
Kathy Knull
Diane Knuppa
Karen Kuntz
Laura Kuntz
Susan Lacey
Dana Lachmiller
Sheri Larkin
Rage Lash
Heidi Laub
Catherine LeGate
Sheri Leach
Michelale Lelah
Jennifer Lenhart
Linda Leshan
Donna Lichty
Heather Lind
Kathleen Lippert
Dana Lott
Tina Love
Heather MacFarlane
Terri MacPherson
Suzanne Mackey
Lori Manley
Kimberly Manzi
Tamara Moscori
Jeanne McCorrell
Sharon McClanahan
Christine McCormick
Cherryl McLaughlin
Karen Michener
Lori Miesse
Elizabeth Miller
Darla Mitchell
Kristine Moodie
Linda Mooibroek
Penny Morris
Ruth Morris
Leah Morse
Yolanda Moser
Susan Moyer
Martha Murphy
Ruth Myers
Carol Nauman
Joyce Nazarian
Lana Olson
Kristin °strum
Pama-Lynn Oswald
Lori Ottaway
Lisa Owens
Gloria Parr
Alyson Payne
134 Printy
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Donna Payne
Kirsten Perkey
Melissa Pope
Laura Potter
Rebecca Pruner
Mary Raisch
Angela Ramsey
Linda Ranger
Molly Reeves
Kimberly Renshaw
Melissa Riggs
Debby Rinehart
Lisa Riopell
Sonja Rizor
Leah Robbins
Lori Rogers
Carissa Roig
Wendy Rose
Joanna Rudelitch
Elizabeth Shepherd
Rondo Short
Cheryl Smith
Shown Spongier
Jill St. John
Penney Stackhouse
Susan Stalter
Leeanne Stevens
Stephanie Stevens
Tina Stinedurf
Christine Stowell
Brenda Sutliff
Sondo Sweet
Alice Sweitzer
Rebecca locket
Valerie Teed
Amy Titus
Rebekah Tucker
Heather Tyson
Sharon Van Patten
Tamara Venman
Cynthia Wagner
Jane Wolters
Jennifer Word
Jacquelyn Warden
Cheryl Warren
Shaul Washburn
Sandra Weaver
Kathleen Webber
Carla Weitkomp
Christine Wenger
Loreeno Westfall
Wendy Wheeler
Jennifer Whittaker
Suzanne Widder
Carol Wiggins
Rebecca Wingard
Lynn Witt
Patricia Win
Lynn Wood
Jill Wyse
Laurel Yates
Grace Young
Lisa Zummerele
Printy 135
136 Willetts
WILLETTS HALL
Known affectionately as "the Barn" or the
"new dorm," Willem Hall is the most recent
dormitory constructed at Cedarville. Named af-
ter trustee Earl Willem, rhe structure was built in
1982 to house the increasing number of
students.
Often enduring heckling from guys on the
north side of Lawlor, these strong women en-
dure not only the brutal winds of an extra long
walk but also the brutal words of Lawlor men.
But rhe prestige of this dorm, which houses
only one freshman, entices most junior and
senior women.
Jeonett Ayers
Debbie Jo Baker
April Banks
Coryn Baiber
Wendy Bell
Lisa Bowlen
Angela Bowling
Mindy Brace
Kimberly Bradshaw
Susan Brown
Susan Brown
Linda Browning
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Willets
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Sherri Cruver
Kristina Culp
Penny Dellinger
Kimberly Eager
Ruth Eissens
Melissa Felt
Melody Ferguson
Laura Fetzer
Claire Fortosis
Christine Friedkin
Rebecca Haga
Heidi Hoist
Melanie Hall
Nancy Hanna
Sherri Hannay
Jennifer Haufler
Kirsten Hoddelmann
Kirstina Hoddelmann
SheIlie Horton
Cynthia Hunter
Barbara Jacobs
Pamela Johnston
Kathleen Kegel
Pamela Kenyon
Kendro King
Julia Lee
Ruth Margraff
Amy McKibben
Mary McVey
Deborah Merirxether
Lisa Mitchell
Beatrie Moraes
Beth Morse
Gretchen Mountz
Kathy O'Kresik
Jennifer Patry
Cheryl Paxson
Suzanne Perrott
Rebecca Peters
Cheryl Plooy
Gwen Price
Ebbie Radcliff
Debra Reynolds
Renee Rolfe
Nancy Ross
Gayle Ruggles
Kerni Sadler
Sheri Shuler
Joy Shuman
Karla Simpson
Jonoe Smart
Kristine Smith
Lori Spiegel
Meredith Steiner
Jennifer Stevens
Susan Terkelsen
Deborah VonDorf
Lisa Vaughn
Can Vucish
Bonnie Weber
Cho rIsse Wolf
Elizabeth Zeck
Kimberly Zimmerman
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Robert Aiken
Valerie Boise
Koren Bennett
Judith Bianco
William Bianco
Carol Bliss
Stephen Bovey
William Bovey
Todd Bowen
Roger Bowshier
Penni Bresson
Brian Brock
Phillip Brunner
Holly Burke
Paul Calvert
Cindy Collier
Matthew Creamer
Loralee Cruz
Laurie Dalane
John Poul Dawes
Sarah Drake
Stephen Dye
Debbie Dysert
Linda Eberly
Layne Etchison
James Evans
Tanya Evans
Susan Everitt
Lisa Ford
Kimberly Fordyce
Michelle Frotus
Matthew Grider
Melissa Grimm
Victor Guevara
Margaret Guido
Fritz Helmuth
Lonay Herron
Cheryle Holt
Carolyn Holtz
Ronald Irvin
Kelly Johnson
Richard Kaercher
Pamela Kimble
Sharon Kresge
Michelle Laird
Chester Lehman
Christopher Link
Jeri Lynne Long
Tim Lowing
Stephanie Manning
138 Off Campus
Karl Mansfield
JoAnne Mantz
Kieth Marion
Ronald Martin
Stacy McCaskill
Russel McNamara
Dana Messinger
Sharon Michael
Andrew Mininger
Kelly Moore
Robert Moore
Kevin Moser
Patrick Nesbitt
Jeffrey Oswald
Nancy Pognard
Patti Parker
Jennifer Patrick
Richard Petek
Diana Phillips
Kevin Powell
Teresa Powell
Al Prill
Bruce Putsenbarger
Mark Reed
Amy Ritsema
Tamara Rogers
Stephen Ross
Jeffrey Sanders
Steve Schepers
Sharon Shook
Steven Shroyer
Rusty Snodgrass
Brent Speos
Kevin Sperry
Andrew Stephens
Miriam Stoltzfus
Heather Stretch
Mark Swonder
Tamra Terrill
Donald Tung
John Tuttle
David Tyler
Mork Valese
Terri Van Beveren
Toni Van Beveren
Timothy Walborn
Michael Warfield
Noelle Watson
Sylvia Williams
David Wolcott
Marcia Womack
Off Campus 139
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146 Administration/Faculty/Staff
Administration,
gamily, Staff
In 25 years I've had rhe privilege of watching the college develop ro what iris
today. The changes hove been amazing, both in rhe facilities and the academic
excellence. Although many have contributed to this change, ultimate praise must
go to our wonderful LORD.
Ir has been a thrill to work under such men as Doctors Jeremiah and Dixon and
with a fine faculty and student body. But now ir's time ro take rhe next step in life.
I look forward to becoming the Assistant to the President, helping him in every
way possible to rhe continued praise and resrimony of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Clifford Johnson
.n
■Na.r
Donald Rickard, M.A.
Vice President for Student Services
Paul H. Dixon, Ed.D., President Martin Clark, Ed.D.Vice President for Development
Kenneth St. Clair, M.S., C.P.A.
Vice President for Business
148 Administrators
Harold Green, Th.B.
Vice President for Campus
Ministries
Clifford Johnson, D.Ed.
Academic Vice President
'11F- tam,
Eugene Apple,
Treasurer
Francis Bresson
CHANCELLOR
James T. Jeremiah
If
William A. Brock
Gilbert Brueckner
James B. Carraher
Jack Cline
Bill Commons
John Draxler
George Engelmann,
Chairman
Larry Fetzer,
Secretary
Joseph Godwin
Roy Guenin
Jim Henniger
Jack W. Jacobs
C.E. Gene Miller
J. Dale Murphy
George O'Bryon
Irwin Olson
Lynn Rogers
Gerald Smelser
Al Stevens
Robert L. Sumner
Paul Tassel
Donald L. Tyler,
Vice Chairman
Earl Umbaugh
Paul Vernier
W. Thomas Younger
Trustees 149
Jean Fisher, M.A.
Assoc. Prof. of Chr. Ed., 30 yrs
Harmon Bergen, M.A.
Assoc. Prof. of For. Long., 29 yrs
Donald Callan, Ph.D.
Prof. of Phys. Ed., Chmn., 27 yrs
Robert Gromacki, Th.D.
Prof. of Bible & Greek, Chmn., 27
yrs
Edward Spencer, M.A.
Prof. of English. 25 yrs
Edward Greenwood, D.A.
Prof. of English, 24 yrs
Daniel Wetzel, Ph.D.
Prof. of Physics Cr Moth., 24 yrs
Donald Baumann, Ph.D.
Prof. of Blo. Cr Chem., Chmn., 23
yrs
Stanley Ballard, Ph.D.
Prof. of Psych.. Chmn., 22 yrs
David Matson, Ph.D.
Prof. of Music. Chmn., 22 yrs
Murray Murdoch, Ph.D.
Prof. of History. Chmn., 22 yrs
Merlin Ager, Ph.D.
Prof. of Sec. Ed., Chmn., 20 yrs
Jack Riggs, Th.D.
Prof. of Bible, 20 yrs
Ronald Grosh, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of English, 19 yrs
Larry Helmick, Ph.D.
Prof. of Chemistry, 19 yrs
James Phipps, Ph.D.
Prof. of Speech. Chmn., 19 yrs
Lyle Anderson, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Vocol Music, 17 yrs
Joseph Halsey, M.Ed.
Assoc. Prof. of Pol. Sc.. 17 yrs
Elvin King, M.Ed.
Assoc. Prof. of Phys. Ed., 17 yrs
Robert Abbas, Ph.D.
Prof. of Psychology, 16 yrs
Pat Dixon, M.Ed.
Assoc. Prof. of English, 16 yrs
James McGoldrick, Ph.D.
Prof. of History, 14 yrs
Pamela Diehl, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Phys. Ed., 13 yrs
John McGillivray, M.S.
Assoc. Prof. of Phys. Ed., 13 yrs
Richard Baldwin, M.B.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Mgmt., 12 yrs
Charles Ellington, Ph.D.
Prof. of Vocal Muslc, 12 yrs
Raymond Bartholomew,
Ph.D.
Prof. of English. Chmn., 11 yrs
Edwin Braithwaite, Ph.D.
Ass't. Prof. of Moth.. 11 yrs
Richard Durham. Th.D.
Prof. of Bible ond Greek, 11 yrs
Lila Seaman, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Education, 11 yrs
150 Faculty
J. Wesley Baker, M.A.
Assoc. Prof. of Speech & Brdcstg., 10 yrs
Helen Hall, M.A.
Assoc. Prof. of Education, 10 yrs
Beverly Monroe, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Education, 10 yrs
Sue Baker, M.A.
Assoc. Prof. of Education, 9 yrs
Barbara Loach, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of For. Long., 9 yrs
Terry Phipps, M.S.
Assoc. Prof. of Bio. Sci.. 9 yrs
Ronald Walker, D.B.A.
Assoc. Prof. of Mgmt., Chmn., 9 yrs
Michael DiCuirci, M.M.
Assoc. Prof. of Instr. Music, 8 yrs
Charles Dolph, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Psych., 8 yrs
John Silvius, Ph.D.
Prof. of Rio. Science, 8 yrs
Dennis Flentge, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Chemistry. 7 yrs
Robert Parr, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Sociology, 7 yrs
Sarah Smith, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Accounting, 7 yrs
David Warren, Th.M.
Assoc. Prof. of Bible & Greek, 7 yrs
Omer Bonenberger, D.Ed.
Assoc. Prof. of Education, 6 yrs
Leroy Eimers, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Physics & Moth., 6 yrs
Sharon Eimers, M.Sp.Ed.
Assoc. Prof. of Education, 6 yrs
Sandra Horner, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of English, 6 yrs
Betsy Kempf, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Sec. Science, 6 yrs
Kurt Moreland, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Comm. Arts, 6 yrs
Anne Rich, M.Acct., C.P.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Acctg., 6 yrs
David Robey, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Comm. Arts & Drama, 6
yrs
Galen Smith, M.S.
Ass't. Prof. of Economics, 6 yrs
Irene Alyn, Ph.D.
Prof. of Nursing. Chmn., 5 yrs
Janet Bauer, M.S.
Ass't. Prof. of Nursing, 5 yrs
Elaine Brown, M.S.Ed.
Ass't. Prof. of Phys. Ed., 5 yrs
Charles Clevenger, D.M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Piano, 5 yrs
Clifford Fawcett, D.B.A.
Prof. of Management, 5 yrs
Marinus Hazen, M.B.A.
Assoc. Prof. of Business, 5 yrs
James Leightenheimer, B.A.
Iristt. of Drdcstg., 5 yrs
151 Faculty
Rex Rogers, Ph.D.
Ass't. Prof. of Pol. Sci., Dir. of
Planning, 5 yrs
Martha Johnson, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Sec. Sci., 4 yrs
Mark Klimek, M.S.N.
Ass't. Prof. of Nursing, 4 yrs
Gary Percesepe, Ph.D.
Ass't. Prof. of Philosophy. 4 yrs
Ruth Slocum, M.S.
Ass't. Prof. of Nursing, 4 yrs
Stephen Young, B.A.
Coach and Instr. of Phys. Ed., 4 yrs
Lois Baker, M.S.N.
Ass't. Prof. of Nursing, 3 yrs
Dan Estes, Th.M.
Ass't. Prof. of Bible, 3 yrs
Michael Lopez, Ph.D.
Ass't. Prof. of Comm. Arts, 3 yrs
Douglas Miller, Ph.D.
Ass't. Prof. of Chemistry, 3 yrs
David Rotmon, M.A.
Asir. Prof. of Bus., Dir. of Comp.
Serv., 3 yrs
Maureen SoIladay, M.P.H.
Ass't. Prof. of Nursing, 3 yrs
Charlotte Crowford, M.S.N.
Ass't. Prof. of Nursing. 2 yrs
Floyd Elmore, Th.M.
Ass't. Prof. of Bible, 2 yrs
Deborah Hoffey, M.M.
Ass't. Prof. of Comm. Arts, 1 yr
NOT PICTURED:
Evan Hel!wig, B.S.
Ass't. Prof. of Phys. Ed., 1 yr
Lee Kontenwein, Th.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Bible, 1 yr
David Nicholas, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of C.I.S., 1 yr
Larry Smith, M.Div.
Ass't. Prof. of For. Lang., 1 yr
Allen Monroe, Ph.D.
Prof. of Social Science, 21 yrs
Dwayne Frank, D.Ed.
Prof. of Education, 19 yrs
Laurence Killian, M.S.
Assoc. Prof. of Bio. Sci., 19 yrs
Phillip McClure, M.M.
Ass't. Prof. of Piano. 13 yrs
Charles Pagnard, M.M.
Ass't. Prof. of Inst. Music, 10 yrs
Debro Brown, M.B.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Marketing, 5 yrs
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Administrative Personnel
Janice Bosma, M.L.S.
Asst. Library Dir. for Collection Devel.
Timothy Bosworth, M.A.
Dean of Men
Lynn Brock, M.L.S.
Director of Library Services
Stephen Brown, M.L.S.
Assoc. Library Dir. of Library Services
Charles Dillon, M.S.
Asst. Library Dir. of Media Services
David Ormsbee, B.A.
Director of Admissions
Sandra Entner, M.S.
Director of Counseling Services
Not Pictured:
Patricia Bates, M.A.
Dean of Women
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Ruth Ager
Mary Auckland
Louann Boise
Martha Baldwin
Grace Beikort
Robert Bekaa Sr.
Audrey Bergen
Betty Bertschinger
Brian Blair
Brenda Boley
Rita Bosworth
Richard Bowersox
Connie Bradds
Donna Brock
Jeffrey Brock
Mork Brown
Margaret Burrichter
Deborah Cogwin
Jock Campbell
Alberta Carr
Lori Case
James Coto
Stuart Choffe
Edward Clark
Russell Clark
Harry Cole
Angela Cooke
Paul Cope
Ronald Coriell
Diane Cornish
Sherry Coy
Jeffrey Cunningham
Jeannie Day
Norma Deranek
Linda Divan
Virginia Fields
Judith Fires
Robert Fires
Nancy Fissel
David Gaffner
Paul Gathany
David Gidley
Irene Gidley
May Greenwood
Barbara Henderson
Kelly Herbert
Agnes Howell
Patricia Huber
1
1
I
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Leigh Hunt
Robert Hunt
Judy Johnson
Shirley Johnson
Timothy Johnson
JoAnne Kendall
Toi King
Nancy NI'puff
Gary Kuhn
Patricia Lee
Todd Lee
Francis Link, Jr.
Michelle Longo
Bruce Maddux
Mark Mathews
Wayne Maxie
Jerri McNamara
Laura Meyer
Steven Meyer
Cheryl Miller
Mary Mitchell
Luonn Nicholas
Edmond Phillips
James Reiter
Lonnie Richards
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Phyllis Wetzel
Glenda Womack
Joy Womack
Mork Womack
Kimberly Worosher
Peg Rickord
Robert Rohm
David Samuel
Douglas Sjoquist
John Skil!mon
Sylvia Skillman
Valerie Smallmon
Beverly Smith
John R. Smith
Michele Smith
Dorothy Spencer
Ida St.Cloir
Joan Street
Eleanor Taylor
Virginia Taylor
Stephen Thompson
John Tocknell
Lori Trautman
Les Troyer
Bonnie Vickman
Jeffrey Vickmon
Kitty Vine
Poul Ware
Sherry Watson
Staff 157
158 Christian Ministry
Christian LA4 "misfiles
Sometimes referred to as "Compassion Ministries," the Christian Ministry reams
provide a variety of services. Several groups provide church services for elderly
homes, prison inmates, and young people in detention homes. Others seek to
evangelize area college campuses by sharing the gospel one on one. The musical
groups travel to numerous churches throughout rhe school year and summer to
minister to the members and share Cedarville College. Whatever rhe particular
service, they are ministers of compassion to those who are in need.
vIIMIBII

With this year's being rhe Centennial year, our theme
remained rhe some throughout each quarter: "One hundred
years for the Word of God and rhe testimony of Jesus Christ."
Along with the consistency of the theme, went the continuity
of each quarter's key note speaker(s).
In rhe fall, we enjoyed having Joe Stowell minister to us
about our "heartstyle" and having a heart for God. He also
challenged us from rhe Word on the matter of developing
proper relationships with others.
Winter quarter brought three men who also have a heart
for God. John Lillis, Bob Dyer, Jr., and Georgi Vins each had an
incredible impact on rhe campus as they challenged us with
the thought that "commitment demands action."
David Hocking blessed our hearts in the spring as he encour-
aged us to become more mature spiritual leaders. He also
delivered a meaningful series of messages on rhe name of rhe
Lord.
Joe Stowell
160 Quarterly Conferences
Giorgi Vins John Lillis
Bob Dyer, Jr. David Hocking
Quarterly Conferences 161
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162 Special Chapels 
'Central Star Llnyersity
Timmy of the Phil Collins Family
Special Chapels 163
Row 1: Holly Morsholl. Louro Fetzer, Christian PiVet, Michelle Derkey. Row 2: Neil Lines, Scott Morgan, Rochel
Wilson, James Costes. Joel Dutton.
Bob Hildebrond, Lilo Seest Row 1, Steve Collmon, Lynette Rice. Andy Mininger. Row 2: Leoh Nunn. Rick Seidel, Stephen Fisher.
164
Row 1: Sherry Grosch, Mrs. Howell (Advisor), Angelo Wright. Row 2: Rick Effing, John Krueger.
Row 1: Charlene Lowe, Ebbie Radcliffe, Mork Nickolson. Row 2: Anthony McPeters, Brod Weaver, Von Hollowoy. Amy Welch, Sandra Kennedy. Melisso Pope.
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Row 1: Jennifer Houfler. Row 2: Jodi Wilson, lonine Knuutila, Chris Drew.
Row 1: Ann Sulett. Debbie to Baker, David Doud, Row 2: Donna Blumenstock. Amy Thomas, Sandy O'Boyle. Linda
Lons.
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Row 1: Angie Dennis, Rondo Altman, Orion Humphreys, Sue Orth, Shelly Lemponen. Row 2: Mike Rose, Margie
Smollmon, Kerni Boumgartner, Jennifer Williamson, Kevin Carpenter.
Row 1: Craig Ritchie, Donna Helm, Mork Lomb. Row 2: John Negret. Mott Dickinson, Debi Russell. Bob Koch. Row 3:
Marc Donawa, Conrad Weaver. Lisa Bengston. Christo Umbough. Lynette Rice.
Row 1: Mike Witrmer. Amy Delgorde. Row 2: Alyson Payne, Christian PiIlet. Row 1: Rolando Ponce, Beth Williams. John Williams. Kothi Harris Missy Hall. Mike Green. Row 2: Mork Lotorella,
Mary Benjomin. Missi Martin, LeAnn Barenschear. Gene Evans.
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Row 1: Kevin Tupps, Melissa Berner, David Hoecke, Becky Averill, Brian Ethridge. Row 2: Rob Posswaters, Don
Byrum, Vic Haddad, Scott Poling, Jeff Leach. Row 3: Tim Abromowltz, Doug Loescher, Dana Guy, Susan Seibert,
Alice Decroft.
Tess Bailey, Tami Taylor, Judy Burris
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Row 1: Cheryl Orrloff, Heather Moody. Row 2: Melissa Kimmel, Brenda Hanks, Beth Church. Row 3: Lisa Herroon,
Robert Turner, Danielle Kirkpatrick.
Row 1: Duane Priddy, Kelley Gill, Michelle Dolton. Row 2: Susan Smite, luck Bianco, Bill Oionco. Row 3: Heather
Fowler, Doug Phillips. Ann Powers, Trenton Stokes.
Row 1: George Gibbs, Steve Moyer. Brod Wesson. Row 2: Penni Wesson, Sue Moyer. Kendro King. Renee Rode.
Angelo Wright. Row 3: Kendra Doctor. Debbie Clem. Janie Wesson, Sharon Tinkler. Joanne Thompson. Row 4: Lona
Olson. Penney Stockhouse. Lynne Sicker, Michelle Hinnergordt, Angie Ledford.
Row 1, Penn: Bresson. Brent Lychc, Julie Box. Row 2: Joy Worrnor, Jill Swayze, Barbaro Wells, Dion Russell, George
Gibbs, Sondy Hudon. Row 3: Rob Hicks. Mark McCloin. Tim Ryon, Kevin Howells. Nathan Bobbed.
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Row 1: Cathy Lombard, Stacey Finch. Rod Perkins. Row 2: Rich Kester. Brian Boob. Kristin Weber, Scott Howder.
Row 1: Sony Sager. Theresa Dunlap, Tomer° Derrick. Row 2: Jim Taylor, Sam Harvey, Tiki Rinehart. Tommie Hasse. Row 1: Michael Vane!, Tomi Funderburg. Ann Dykes, JoAnn Freyermuth, Sondra Sweet. Row 2: Dana Lochmiller.
Mandy McIntyre. Row 3: Cindy Cleaver, Sue Terkelsen, Eileen Thompson, Teresa Robison, Joel Low. Lon Dowels, Lynn Costley, Koro Tont. Pam Oswald.
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Row t Monday — Mandy McIntyre. Kim Venmon. Row 2: Sunday School — Shod Washburn, Lori Orovont, Steve
Woshburn. Row 3: Wednesday — Dave Smith, Kendro HerroId. Vic Guevoro, Andrew Stevens. Row 4: Bowling —
Pamela Conrad, Julie Ream, Mike Busier, Joel Acker, Andrea Wollock, Shelli McGarry.
Ron Stowell, Laurie Cooper. Sherri Cruver. Steve Walter. Row 1: Beth Moon, Alice Merkh. Nancy Merkh. Doug Cunningham. Wendy Rose. Row 2: Amy Holtmon. Jennifer
Henderson. Jennifer Whittaker, Brenda West. Lisa Davidson. Row 3: Gene Koerchet, Sharon Von Demmelen, Amy
DeCook. Terri VanDeveren. Cheri Gillespi. Mike Landis. Row 4: Bob Latorello, Lynne Sickou, Sonia Hein, Crissy 171Stowell, Ron Hoyes.
Row t Eileen Friesen. Becki Howells. Debbie Elliott. Cynthia Wagner. Row 2: Barry Malek, Michelle Egl, Steve Rocz.
Sue Jessop. Renee Brown. Row 3: Tim Lowing. Randy Amos, Russell Wight. Stacey Davis. Jill Slayton, Brent Budd.
Row 4: Lori Rogers, Jon Hoskell. Lynn Witt, Don Simerly. Crissy Roig, John Dercaw. Kim Ehnen.
Row 1: Beck: Tuckers, Dotothy Howdyshell. Lois Cummings. Debbie Fogle. Row 2: Mary Raisch. Becky Pruner, Phil
Chapman. Kim Sweet.
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Row 1: Alastair Wright. Suson Williams. Row 2: Debbie Schwartz.
Row 1: Greg O'Dell, Loreena WestlaII. Row 2: Lou Brown, Beth Lotorello, Tint Fisher, Dill Rodebough. Row 3: Lynne
Sickau. Paul Homlin, Beth Keyes. Julie Stonehouse. Bob Lotorello.
Row 1: Dove Robinette, Tim Beach, Porn Kimble. Mary Jones, Michelle Dolton, Dave Norris, John Kejr, Cheryl Ruble, Row 1: Elicia Kleinpeter. Barbaro Poxson, Heidi Horst. Row 2: Von Kinsey, Marilyn Boon, Koren Acker, Tim
Sally Compton, Nancy Ebel, Kim Dozen, Ann Haskowich. Diane Johnson, Mark Volese, Row 2: David Mooney, Julie Canterbury.
Cotter. Jeri Hastmon, Tommy Jenkins, Dave Wuestner, Tracy Young, Paul Merrill, Kathy Haynes, Angie Huested,
Michelle Babbitt, Becky Davis. Jon Caldwell, Joon Rottew, Brian Roger. Row 3, Mark Hinman. Debbie Duzweiler,
LeeAnne Stevens, Michael Lone, Porn Commons, Brenda Weber, Linda Leshon. Beth Church, Diane Clymer. Lois
Schofield, Irina Coflick. Kim Byrom, Lynn Romsey. Row 4: Sharon Michael. Cynthia Wagner, Dovid Beal. Shaun
Spangler. David Douglas. Jolene Merck. Buffie MocKereth, Jodi Safford. Jocki Decker, Jenny Havens, Teresa Wilson,
Teresa Carter, Tim Willms. Row 5: Janet Lawrence, Cindy Guido. Susan Swann, Kristyn Johnson, Stephen Gerhardt,
David Holt, Brent Lydic, James White, Mindy Drocious. Dwayne Hoff, Andrew Stevens.
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Row 1: Noncy Keisocker. Dove Beverly. Row 2: Todd Huguenin.
Row t Eric Shrurn, Mork Volese. Row 2: Bob Dowmon. Christion Piller.
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Row 1: Amy Titus. Koren Michener. Missy Gollogher. Row 2: Angie Wilcox, Andreo Wollock, Jenny Fink. Row 3:
Becky Borey. Scott Miller. Susan Unirwood.
1987 TRAVELING TEAMS
AUSTRALIA MUSIC TEAM: June 24-August 3 Cathy Anderson. Jeff Beste. Volerie Blaylock, David
Burk, Phil Chapmon, Donielle Kizer, Jennifer Lenhart. Tons Pratt. Brion Reebel, Meliso Runlon,
Jeff VeStrand, Pastor Green BRAZIL TEAM: Jufne 10-July 9 Brent Budd, Doug Cherry, Phil Hohulln,
Beth Hughes. Loren Johnson. David Smal!man. Valerie Smo!Imam Tim Wagner, Christine
Wenger. Dr. ond Mrs. Lyle Anderson. Lode and Eric Anderson ENGLAND/IRELAND: June 10-July
13 Michelle Dalton, John Kejr. Michoel Lone, Stephanie Manning. David Mooney, David Norris.
Karla Simpson. Leeanne Stevens, David Wuestner, CHINA TEAM: August 5-24 Sarah Barr, Tonyo
Burnous. Blair Corlstrom, Bob Clemens, Jennifer Haufler, lone Kroner, Brion Roger, Mork Valese,
Steve Walter, Mr. and Mrs. David Rich PHILIPPINES BASKETBALL TEAM: June 7-July 9 Brod Baird,
Brent Baird. Brod Bresson, Tom Clork, Gerry Keller, Steve Moyer, Tim Proyer, Dr. Ronald Walker.
Dr. Don Callon NIGER TEAM: June 10-July 11 Nothon Bobbett, Angela Huested, Tim Ryan, Laurel
Yates PERU TEAM: June 23-August 3 Deborah Clem, Sandra Kennedy, Lynch I Smith TOGO,
AFRICA: June 9-July 20 Beth Hansen INDIVIDUALS TO BRAZIL: John Angus June 30-Sept. 15,
Daniel Koin June 8-July 8, Beth McGillivray July 19-Aug. 23 HONG KONG: June-Sept. Bob
Poswoters JAPAN: June 23-Aug. 11 Lourie Wagner CORSICA, FRANCE: June 16-Aug. 3 Jim
Venmon EOM OFFICE IN KOKOMO, IN: June 29-Aug. 31 Todd Dowden SUMMER SWORDBEARERS:
June 13-Aug. 21 Lisa Armstrong. David Holt, Steve Gerhardt, Mark Hinmno. Mary Jones, Pianist
— Jana Dowsett, Sound Man — Ron Mackey. Brent Lydic, Buffi Mockereth, Jolene Merck, Dove
Robinette, Jodi Safford ABUNDANT LIFE SINGERS: June 13-Aug. 21 Steve Averitt, Roger Foreman,
Tern Mackenzie. Thurm Payton, Suzette Ramsey, Sandy Weover, Jamie Beight. Jodi Wilson,
Pianist — Kim Barch. Sound man — Don Shepherd KINGSMEN QUARTET: June 13-Aug. 21 Steve
Dye, Jim Murdoch, Steve Panther, Jeff Vander Heide, Tim Walborn, Sound man — Scott Beanie
SUMMER MASTER'S PUPPETS: June 13-Aug. 21 Janet Garmatter, Dan Gonzales, Bill Morgan,
Andrea Snyder, Drondon Woltz
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178 Arts
Nile Arts
From solo music recirols to full-scale theatrical producrions, opportunities abound
for students to experience the fine arts. One may develop talents and abilities
through active participation or simply broaden his or her cultural exposure by
attending rhe wide variety of performances given each year. Faculty leadership is
committed to developing student potential to rhe fullest and to maintaining the
highest standards of excellence in performance. For the Christian, cultivating the
fine and performing arts is a magnificent way to glorify the Creator of all beauty.
Eric Hemurh

OUSE TRAP
Cast: Mrs. Boyle — Kristyn Johnson, Mr. Poravicini — Jim Smelser, Christopher Wren — Kevin
Tupps, Giles Rolston — Andy Snider, Mollie Rolston — Vicky King, Sergeant Trotter — Tom Simic,
Miss Casewell — Donna Payne, Major Metcalf — Derek Norman.
180 Fall Play
Agatha Christie's The Mouse Trap manifested a hearty mixture of drama and
humor on the Alford stage. Hearing the gasps, the laughs, and the applause of
rhe audiences in attendance allowed the cast and crew of the production to rest
assured rhor it had been a job well done. Yet, without one very important factor,
the efforts of all who rook parr in this play would be insignificant. That factor was
the common bond that all rhe cast, crew, and rhe directors shared in Jesus Christ.
Each actor and actress realized the importance of dedication first to Christ and
then to rhe play. With this attitude, it was easy to work with one another in
making The Mouse Trap the best that it could be. With superior quality in directing
and set-construction backing up rhe cast, rhe main goal of entertaining for the
cause of Christ was met.
Thus, on opening night, a handful of college students dedicated to their cause
transformed themselves to become the characters of The Mouse Trap. There was
no longer a Vicky King, but rather a melancholy Mollie Ralston, and Andy Snider
vanished to be replaced by rhe self-assured Giles Rolston. Kevin Tupps hid behind
rhe playful person of Christopher Wren, but Donna Payne was nowhere to be
found when a manly woman, Miss Cosewell, appeored. Krisryn Johnson stepped
aside to allow rhe arrogant Mrs. Boyle to have center stage as Drek Norman
excused himself before an inquisitive Major Metcalf arrived. Jim Smelser retreated
somewhere afar off as a mysterious Mr. Porovocini rook his space; and last, but
not least, Tom Simic was nor around when the serious but deceiving Sergeant
Trotter mode his way into Monkswell Manor.
F511 Play 181
I HE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST
Cast: Mr. John Worthing (Er-
nest) — Jeffrey Leach, Mr. Al-
gernon Moncrieff — Andrew
Snider, Hon. Gwendolen Fair-
fax — Tracy Grimes, Miss Cecily
Cardew — Kimberly Ann Aus-
tin, Lady Bracknell — Renee
(Bowen) Peterson, Miss Prism
— Melody Ferguson, Dr. Cha-
suble — Kevin Tubbs, Lane/
Merriman — Richard Ernst. Di-
rector: Rebecca Baker. Set:
Donald N. Jones.
182 Spring Play
As I reflect on my first year experience at Cedarville College, by
for rhe most awesome was my involvement in rhe Spring play.
The play, written by Oscar Wilde, was a humorous social satire
intended to poke fun or late nineteenth century, English society. I
enjoyed the lightearredness of the play, but far more than that I
enjoyed the people I had a chance to work with. I was mostly
impressed with rhe commitment to God displayed by rhe director,
rhe members of rhe cast and the crew. Unlike other productions I
have participated in, it was quire surprising to observe other
Christian performers who yearned to do their best, not to please
themselves, but to please rhe Lord. I am very thankful for being
granted the opportunity of establishing new friendships. The mem-
ories of rhe prayers we shared together as a cast and all of rhe
support we gave to one another will be cherished!
Kimberly Austin
Spring Play 183
HE LITTLE FOXES
Casr: Addie — Robin Sanders, Cal — Krley H.
Wilson, Birdie Hubbard — Ruth E. Margraff, Oscar
Hubbard — Tom Simic, Leo Hubbard — Gary J.
Clemmer, Regina Giddens — Donna Payne, Wil-
liam Marshall — Daniel L. Hale, Benjamin Hubbard
— James 0. Pawelski, Alexandra Giddens — Jan
R. Johnson, Horace Giddens — Walter Taylor.
184 Winter Play
"There are hundreds of Hubbards sitting in rooms like this in the country . . . and
they will own this country some day." So stated Benjamin Hubbard while doing all in
his power to ensure that he received his shore of things regardless of whence it
came. Playing the part of this unsavory character marked my introduction to rhe
Village Players and rhe world of collegiate acting.
From the terrors of intimidating auditions and the rigours of lengthy, strenuous
practices to rhe thrills of performance and the establishment of meaningful friendships
with fellow actors and actresses, being involved with the play was a most rewording
experience. In marked contrast to rhe cold characters in rhe ploy, the cost developed
worm, caring friendships and a sense of unity and camaraderie rhat continued well
beyond the actual performance.
James Powelski
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Performing Artists
1987 CONCERT CHORALE
Eric Adams, Michael Anderson, Tim Beach, Moro Blackburn, Warren Brown, Mary Coons, Lisa Dovidson, Beth Dawson, Debbie Dunzweiler, Becky Dye,
Quentin Eshleman, Melody Ferguson, Doug Filter, Eileen Friesen, Greg Gibbs, Mork Groves, Karen Haynes, Michelle Hinnergordt, Dwayne Hoff, Sandra
Holbrook, Beth Hughes, Todd Hummel, Jane lnbody, Porn Kenyon, Koren Kuntz, Mike Low, Jennifer Lenhort, Stephanie Manning, Jolene Merck, Jim Murdoch,
Steve Panther, Rob Pasworers, Alyson Payne, Suzanne Perron, Becky Pruner, Linda Ranger, Brion Reebel, Philip Rice, Jodi Stafford, Jeffrey Vander Heide, Tim
Walborn, Sandra Weaver, Mork Wolf.
186 Performing Artists
1987 BRASS CHOIR
Mork George, John Stephens, Richard Corey, David Holt, Andrew Bidlen, Joe Perrock, Scott MocGilvroy, David Cook, Phil
Rice, Steve Wood, Matthew Creamer, Craig Terrell, Eric Helmuth, Christian Pelet, Eileen Thompson, JoeIle Swartz, Debie
Wornshius, Lynell Smith, Cathy Jones, Leah Robbins, Debie Dierdy
1967 SYMPHONIC BAND
Alyson Payne, Eileen Friesen, Kim Manzi, Patti Wirt, Angelo Bowling, Rebecca Hogo, Cheryl Ortloff, Jennifer Taft, Lisa Rogge, Becky Smith, JoAnne Thompson, Sheri Larkin, Linda
Browning, Ozeos DoSilva, Lynn Ramsey, Terri Lyn Mockensie, Steve SR:liter, Sue Brown, Lori Haberli, Dona Heitzmon, Sheri King, Brooke Cunningham, Danielle Kirkpatrick, Kendall
Herrick, Liz Miller, Chorisse Waif, Diane Russel, Jocki Becker, Linda Leshan, Cheryl Warren, Patti Lecroix, Shannon Fritz, Debbie Dysert, Jane Baughman, Paulo Howard, Brod
Gregory, Amy Joslin, Lora Wilt, Norm Tote, Doug Iverson, Sandra Holbrook, Heidi Hoist, Eileen Thompson, Kathy Jones, Kristine Watson, Koren Michener, JoeIle Sworrz, Debbie
Warnshius, Mork Geroge, John Stephens, Michoel Wirrmer, Mary Ruth Cook, Richord Corey, Byron Upchurch, Joe Perrock, Stephen Lomb, Andy Bidlen, David Holt, Stephen
Wood, Bill Rodebough, Lynell Smith, Jeff Zoiko, Brenda Hollopeter, Scott MocGilvory, Sandy Weaver, Mon Creamer, Phil Rice, Tim Wagner, Todd Hummel, David Cook, Stephanie
Manning, Leah Robbins, Warren Brown, Donna Faulkner, Wendy Orton.
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Ministering Through
Special Music t
188 Special Music
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Ministering
Through Recitals
Standing backstage on performance night my
thoughts are racing. An hour and twenty minutes
from now will I hove said everything I wanted? Will
I have captivated the audience with a beautiful
drama which has become such a part of me? The
Lord is faithful as he enables us to accomplish such a
task for his glory.
My experience has given me a look "back-
stage." As a senior speech recitalist I discovered
how demanding such an undertaking would be.
Working for months, selecting, curring and memo-
rizing material has taught me lessons about dili-
gence and perseverance which will remain with
me for life.
Sherry Rorromel
Warren Brown
Organ Recitalist
190 Recitalists
Mike Law
Voice Recitalist
Sherry Rotramel
Speech Recitalist
Jana Dowsett
Voice Recirolisr
Eric Helmuth
Piono Recite/sr
Rebecca Haga
Flute Recitalist
Steve Wood
Trombone Recitalist
Mary Ruth Cook
Piano Recitalist
Recitalists 191
Ministering
As Professionals
4AP
The Campus Activities Office sponsored a wide vari-
ety of performers this yeor in the 1986-87 Artist Series.
Beginning in October with Andre-Michel Schub, a pia-
nist performing his third time in the James T. Jeremiah
Chapel. Other veterans returning for this years Artist
Series were the Ohio Store University Glee Club, who
performed a delightful concert in March; the Dayton
Philharmonic Orchestra; and rhe Empire Brass, a group
of five extremely talented gentlemen who once again
graced our campus in April with their special arrange-
mem of o variety of music. Both Christine Wyrtzen
and Steve Green also returned to perform in the James
T. Jeremiah Chapel this spring, each reinforcing the
already zealous popularity they know here at Cedar-
ville.
192 Artist Series
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Sports
Over the lost one hundred years Cedarville College has seen the rise and fall of
more than one sport In the Presbyterian days it was football, not soccer, that
highlighted the fall athletic season, and only in recent years have rhe women
reitred their plaid skirts and bronzed their field hockey sticks. And what happened
to gymnastics? Never fear these athletic relics have not died a useless death. They
have paved the way for loftier athletic pursuits. Who knows, in a few years
students may be flocking to intercollegiate \Volleyball matches, Oozeboll games
and Boomerang tournaments.
Matt Dickinson
194 Sports
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FINISH LINE
Cedarville Opponent
2 Denison
5 Moody Bible
5 Tenn. Temple
4 Ohio Dominican
1 Ohio Wesleyan
O N. Kentucky
3 Goshen
4 Mt. Vernon
5 Rio Grande
O Walsh
O Tiffin
4 Findlay
1 Capital
6 Asbury
1 Wilmington
2 Malone
1 Wittenberg
1 Manchester
O Tiffin
O Malone
11 Total Record
2 Ties
Roger Swiggort, Rod Hose'rine, Andy Mininger, Lowel
Holbach, Don Hawk, Greg Nordon, Tom Peterson, Kirr
Wilson, Steve Fogle, Phil Fogle, Steve Rocz, Andy Lew-
is, Paul Normon, Tim Davis, Brion Hulrz, Rick Seidel,
Steve Ronson, Mike Davis, Mike Green, Don Byrum,
Coach: John McGillivray, Assistant Coach, Tom Fite,
Manager, Brion Schroll.
Blighted Hopes
Each individual on rhe 1986 soccer team had
dreamed of returning to the NCCAA playoffs in
Texas for the third consecutive year, but sever-
al early season victories only created false
hopes. Later in the season the team faltered to
opponents of lesser caliber and ended with an
11-7-2 record. Dubbed a "bitter-sweet" year,
with no chance for the National Championship
title, it was often difficult to remain committed
to the team in face of setbacks and defeats.
Assessing the season with hindsight, though,
it is easier to keep it in perspective. Although a
third trip to Texas would have been nice, soc-
cer is nor the most important thing in life, and
no doubt the memory of the 1986 season will
also fade. Coach McGillivray emphasizes the
importance of prayer, thanking God for the
defeats as well as the victories, because both
are necessary to grow physically and to foster
a healthy relationship with God. As ll Corinthi-
ans 12:10 states, "Therefore I take pleasure in
. . . distress for Christ's sake: for when I am
weak, then am I strong."
Steve Hanson
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Nathan Davis, Dove Rumberger, Mike Miller, Brion
Smith, Tim Ryon, T J. Rourson, Brian Stevens, Coach:
John McGillivray, Assistant Coach: Cregon Cooke.
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FINISH LINE
Men's Cross Country
Marshall Inv.
Wittenberg Inv.
Wright State Inv.
Rio Grande
Loyola Inv.
All Ohio Meer
MIOC
NAIA District 22
NCCAA Nationals
3rd out of
1st out of
1st out of
1st out of
2nd out of
7th out of
3rd out of
3rd out of
4th out of
Women's Cross Country
Wittenberg Inv.
Wright State Inv.
Rio Grande
Loyola Inv.
All Ohio Meet
Cincinnati Inv.
NAIA District 22
NCCAA Nationals
2nd out of
3rd out of
1st out of
8th out of
16th out of
5th out of
2nd out of
3rd our of
6
6
7
7
15
37
4
7
15
6
8
3
12
30
7
3
10
Men's Team: Jeff Bolender, J.P. Dawes, Ben Garrison,
Brian Humphreys, Rob Moore, John Oswald, Steve
Schepers, John Urban, Kevin Wallace, Casey Williams,
Steve Cox, Eric Fillinger, Tom Hill, Chris Heffler, Coach:
Elvin King.
Women's Team: Becky Averill, Beth McGillivray,
Gretchen Mountz, Belinda Sills, Jennifer Stevens, Cathy
Watson, Laurel Yates, Barb Sloan, Deb Pare, Lynn
Clark, Bev Fisher, Coach: Elvin King.
Proven Depth
The hard work and commirmenr of rhe men
on the 1986 cross country team paid off this
year when they were rewarded with a strong
season from start to finish. Rob Moore led the
team almost the entire season, supported by
strong performances from John Oswald and
Eric Fillinger. Ar the NCCAA Nationals, Oswald
ran first for the team and placed sixth overall.
Although the 1986 women's cross country
team had two srrong lead runners in Deb Pate
and Cathy Watson, the depth of the ream
proved to be as much of on asset throughout
rhe season. Pare qualified for All-American Sta-
tus in rhe NCCAA Nationals as well; and Watson
ran a powerful, second position all season, in-
proving her rime each meet. The remainder of
the team — Becky Averill, Lynn Clark, Beth
McGillivray, Gretchen Mounrs, Belinda Sills, and
The All-Ohio meet, though, was the sire of one
of the ream's best performances this season,
where the men placed 7th out of 37 teams
and second in the college division. The season
ended just as strongly wirh Moore's and Fil-
linger's positions or the NAIA National meet in
Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Derh McGiNvroy
Laurel Yates traded positions during the season
and provided a solid foundation for the team's
overall standing. This paid off or the All-Ohio
meet where the women placed 5th out of 17
teams in the college division. Affected by Malo-
nes's entrance in the NCCAA meet, rhe wom-
en placed third overall, but were pleased with
a season highlighted by commitment and
strong performances from each member.
200
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FINISH LINE
Oberlin Invitationol
Case Western
Hiram
Ohio Wesleyan
Kenyon
Muskingum
John Carroll
Ear!ham
Dayton
Defiance Invitational
Ohio Northern
- Marysville
Bluffton
Bluffton
Ohio Northern
Findlay
Wilmington
Chicago State
Centro! State
Defiance
Bluffton
Tiffin
Urbana
Geneva
Pitt.Brodford
Central State
Wilmington
Capitol
Wittenberg
Wooster
Wittenberg
WBCC Tournament
Urbana
Findlay
Tiffin
Bluffton
Wilmington
Ohio Dominican
NCAA District III Tournoment
Motion
Concordia
Anderson
Huntington
Marion
Taylor
Rio Grande
Otterbein
NAIA District 22 Playoffs
Walsh
Lori Rogers, Jeri Hosrmon, Krisri Culp, Lynn Wirt,
Louonne Cruz, Angie Wilcox, Michelle Egel, Andrea
Berry, Julie Wilson, Jonoe Smarr, Julie Buller, Tommy
Moscori, Coach : Elaine Drown, Manager: Kelly Helmick
Promising Future
Beginning practice the day after Lobor Day,
the 1986 volleyball squad committed them-
selves to becoming a winning team, and vic-
tory was not a stranger this season. Highlighted
by defeats over volleyball powerhouse Ohio-
Northern University and conference rival Bluff-
ton (in a come-from-behind battle!), rhe season
ended well with several high places in tourna-
ment ploy and qualification for NAIA districts.
The ream also developed a strong sense of
trust and cooperation, beginning at the annual
retreat to Scioto Hills. The women experienced
few dull moments throughout the season, and
managed to keep busy with "freez turtle tog"
for worm-ups and singing favorite songs in their
"free- time.
Overall, rhe season ended with a promising
look to next year's squad. Only losing two
members to graduation and gaining several
powerful hitters, rhe future looks bright for next
season.
Julie Durler
UT ^  °scan.
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FINISH LINE
Cedarville Opponent
76 Guelph 66
84 Wilfrid Laurier 67
107 Concordia 74
90 Western Ontario 79
86 Indian Tech. 67
92 Ohio Wesleyan 82
90 Wilmington 80
111 Warner Southern 49
122 Palm Beach Atlantic 92
102 Nova 114
80 Tiffin 96
69 Urbana 70
92 Malone 88
90 Mt. Vernon Nazarene 73
78 Ohio Dominican 85
78 Rio Grande 79
73 Walsh 74
78 Tiffin 81
loo Urbana 80
70 Wilmington 68
78 Malone ao
70 Mt. Vernon Nazarene 76
78 Ohio Dominican 72
78 Rio Grande 76
68 Walsh 66
77 Defiance 75
104 Findlay 118
17 Total Record 10
Doug Pugh, Derek Hughes, Mike Freeman, Eddie
Wakefield, Doug Loescher, Jerry Keller, Chris Reese,
David Yeager, Tony Ewing, Gory Shaffer, Mike Wat-
son, Don Smerly, Head Coach: Dr. Don Callan, Assistant
Coaches: Steve Young, Mark Kempton, Student Assist-
nor: Steve Terpstra, Manager: Tim Sires, Trainer: Evan
He!twig
Unwilted Vigor
The 1986-87 men's basketball team was
a team rhat jumped off to a 9-0 make
which tied rhe school record for the most
victories at the start of the season. There
were dreams of a trip ro rhe NAIA Narionols
in Kansas City. However, problems occurred
both on and off the court that forced rhis
group to find a new chemistry. Chris Reese,
the top returning scorer, was lost for rhe
season with a knee injury; and Tony Ewing,
this year's leading scorer and rebounder,
was declared academically ineligible. Cohe-
siveness was a key to a stretch run that
allowed rhe Yellow Jackets to perform well
in the playoffs.
Cedarville began stumbling through the
Mid-Ohio Conference season losing seven
games by seven points or less. But the Jack-
ets refused to wilt and their togetherness
paid off in rhe season's final week. They
won bock-to-back games or Rio Grande
and or Walsh knocking off the MOC's top
two teams. That feat earned them a first-
round playoff game against Defiance in rhe
NAIA District 22 tournament. Cedarville won
their third straight two-point decision in a
thrilling 77-75 victory. The Yellow Jackets
were then eliminated or top-seeded Findlay
College, 118-104.
Lost because of graduation will be seniors
David Yeager (9.3 ppg) and captain Doug
Pugh. "They demonstrated good leadership
this season," said Callon. "They were fine
examples to the underclassmen." Callon is
optimistic about next year. "We have some
very good ball players rerurning. We are
already looking forward to it."
Mork Womack
The Up And Coming
While rhe Varsity basketball ream or
Cedarville gains much recognition and
notoriety playing before thousand of
people each year, a little-known group
of young and talented men practice dai-
ly and dedicate a great portion of their
time ro honing their basketball skills but
gaining little acclaim. Junior Varsity bas-
ketball is aimed or helping rhe talented
high school basketball player make rhe
transition to the more intensely comperi-
rive world of college basketball. Al-
rhough few colleges field a junior varsity
squad, rhe coaching staff or Cedorville
feels that it is a viral training ground for
rhe young player who needs the expo-
sure to college play.
Mort Dickinson
Men's Basketball 207
FINISH LINE
Cedarville Opponent
9 Wilmington 45
6 Dayton 42
2 Wittenberg 50
0 Wilmington 51
6 Wilmington 49
12 Case Western 36
27 Urbana 28
16 Dayton 39
19 Defiance 30
21 Defiance 32
18 Findlay 41
15 Southwest Michigan 42
6 Olivet 51
6 Heidelberg 50
0 Total Record 14
Disputed Odds
The 1986-87 Cedarville College wrestling
ream showed a great deal of determination
despite the odds it faced. Beginning with only
three returning wrestlers, the ream fought to
overcome rhe problems of stiffer competition,
injuries, lack of depth and lack of experience.
The ream trained, conditioned, and wrestled
hard. Because of this effort, many first-year
wrestlers managed to receive their first college
wins by the end of the season.
The climax of rhe season came when rhe
ream compered in rhe NCCAA tournament or
Baptist Bible College in Clarks Summit, PA. At
this tournament, Todd Dowden placed first at
126 pounds for the third rime; Kelly Moore
placed 2nd or 150 lbs.; Steve M. Smith placed
5th at 142; Jeff Wilson placed 6th at 158; Steve
A. Smith placed 8th at 134; and Earl Hawk
placed 5th or heavyweight.
While not successful enough to be recorded
in the official record books, the wrestling ream
did manage to pull together as a family. They
developed a sense of camaraderie that few
individuals ever realize. Suffering through prac-
tices and defeats, experiencing Coach Com-
fort's BaJa 500 van rides, Earl (the Fong)
Hawk's war stories, and "Ralph" Richards' en-
counters with psychopathic motel cots, the
team had a variety of unique memories of
their 1986-87 season.
Stephen Smith, Todd Dowden, Chuck Grizzard, Steven
Smith, Chris Link, Evan English, Kevin Powell, Andy
Solvotore, Jeff Wilson, Kelly Moore, Ron Hayes, Dennis
McMichael, Paul Dillon, Ed Curry, Hamilton Richards, Jim
Eursey, Head Coach, Ron Comfort, Assistant Coach,
Jeff Conklin
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FINISH LINE
Cedarville Opponent
68 Transylvania 83
65 Ohio Dominican 79
57 Kenyon 64
55 Mount St. Joseph 46
44 Wright State 94
76 Grand Rapids Baptist 71
48 Mt. Vernon Nazarene 61
79 Findlay 76
65 Bluffton 81
48 Defiance 75
50 Urbana 63
52 Central State 86
57 Tiffin 76
47 Wilmington 58
66 Bluffton 73
59 Taylor 62
52 Findlay 93
59 Urbana 72
44 Defiance 87
78 Wilmington 81
42 Tiffin 55
74 Concordia 54
58 Huntington 72
4 Total Record 19
Crystal Patrick, Joy Fagan, Chris Wolbom, Belinda Sills,
Satoh Bassett, Kim Masters, Chris Friesen, Pam Squires,
Kathy Webber, Valerie Boise, Head Coach: Bob Fires,
Assistant Coach: Bonnie Vickmon
Pursued Excellence
The 1986-87 Women's basketball team
had its share of struggles this year in the
area of wins and losses, but there are still
many positive aspects about the season.
The team showed ability, especially in
post-season ploy as they defeated Concor-
dia Lutheran College and went on to face
Huntington College, the #1 seed in the
tournament. The Lady Jackets were de-
feated by a small margin and played well,
ending the season on a good note. They
proved that they had great potential,
which allowed for a more positive and
confident outlook for the 86-87 season.
The women had a fairly young team
and played well despite various injuries.
The season was definitely a learning ex-
perience, though. This experience can be
channeled as a source of great motivation
and desire for the coming season and as a
goal to pursue excellence to a great ex-
tent, enhancing the total ministry and out-
reach of Cedarville College.
Tonya Bumpus
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FINISH LINE
Cedarville Opponent
16 Eorlham 0
11 Warner Southern 1
5 Flogler 7
5 Flogler 12
7 Wilmington 3
9 Dayton 1
9 Dayton 3
7 Central State 12
7 Central State 9
4 Bluffton 0
0 Bluffton 4
6 Tiffin 0
6 Tiffin 1
7 Wilmington 5
2 Malone 3
8 Malone 3
0 Urbana 4
11 Urbana 0
3 Rio Grande 1
0 Rio Grande 10
1 Ohio Dominican 2
9 Ohio Dominican 12
5 Walsh 6
3 Walsh 2
11 Dayton 3
1 Mt. Vernon Naz. 7
0 Mt. Vernon Naz. 3
9 Defiance 5
9 Defiance 6
0 Dayton 4
6 Findlay 1
5 Findloy 4
18 Total Record 14
Shone Hardy, Kevin Campbell, Finny
Rajchel, Don Erlandson, Rod Hosetrine,
Sam Springer, Donny Olinger, Sreve
Smith, Ken Horton, Randy Hensley,
Steve Hester, Luis Cruz, Brian Mar
burger, Head Coach: Don Coomes
Renewed Goals
Although the 1987 baseball team did not
attain the lofty goals they ser for themselves,
they still ended with a fine season. The team
tied rhe school of 18 wins against 14 losses,
ending a season of hardship and disappoint-
ment in gratitude to the Lord for the abilities
and victories He gave.
The Jackets lost four starters to graduation
this year, but a good nucleus, which consists of
only three seniors and one junior, remains for
next season. The four 1987 graduates on this
year's ream, Danny Olinger, Tom Pratt, Finny
Fajchel, and Sam Springer. Each had a good
season and will be greatly missed. Hopefully,
though, rhe remaining starters will provide a
solid foundation for next year's team to meet
their goals.
Brian Marburger
a/L.4 64.46,
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FINISH LINE
Cedarville
7 Ohio Dominican
10 Ohio Dominican
3 Tiffin
8 Tiffin
2 Findlay
4 Findlay
2 Bluffton
4 Bluffton
3 Wilmington
9 Wilmington
3 Wilmington
0 Defiance
0 Defiance
1 Mt. Vernon Naz.
7 Mt. Vernon Naz.
9 Wilmington
1 Findlay
7 Urbana
5 Wilmington
13 Taylor
9 Taylor
12 Earlhom
18 Eorlham
10 Total Record
1 Tie
Opponent
6
11
4
1
4
13
8
4
10
8
2
2
7
2
3
2
11
4
5
2
8
Dedicated Youth
The 1987 Women's Softball Team fin-
ished off the season on a high note with
four straight wins to bring their record to 10-
12-1. Although the record doesn't show it,
the team played well as a whole, bringing
many games into extra innings and losing
by very slim margins. Losing only two
members to graduation this year, this
young team was dedicated throughout the
season.
Ending the season, senior captain Deb
Berdy was elected for the "mighty in spir-
it" award, the award for the player who
best displays Christ-like attitudes and lead-
ership on and off the field. Sophomore cap-
tain Rebecca Clifford and Senior Nadine
Terrill were elected for the "Intensity"
award, given to the person(s) who show
their dedication through hard work and ag-
gressiveness. Junior pitcher Kristi Culp was
elected MVP, and Clifford, Culp, and 3rd
baseman Joy Hamilton were elected to
the all-conference team.
Sue Baldis
12
Chris Douglass, Nadine Terrill, Renee Brown, Down
Smith, Joy Hamilton, Deb Berdy, Beth Smith, Tomra
Terrill, Chris Friesen, Kristy Culp, Rebecca Clifford, Potty
Garcia, Kim Fordyce, Andrea Berry, Tina Lethco, Head
Coach: Mark Mathews, Assistant Coach: Sue Boldis
Too Let hcc
IreN.1111. Ste" VP, IW
Rebecca Oifford
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FINISH LINE
Glenville State Inv.
Cedarville Inv.
Tiffin Inv.
Wright State Inv.
Capital Inv.
Miami-Hamilton Inv.
NCCAA District III
MOC Match (Walsh)
Malone Inv.
NAIA District 22
13th out of 15
6th out of 12
8th out of 12
11th out of 12
14th out of 15
3rd out of 8
3rd out of 6
4th out of 5
13th out of 15
4th out of 8
Mork Reed, John Kohlmeyer, Doug Phillips, Bob Armor,
Shown Hess, Kelly Belt, Willie Deshersky, Head Coach,
Al Monroe
Anticipated Improvement
In its second consecutive "rebuilding" year,
rhe 1987 golf team posed no threat to rhe
school records for team scores. Mark Reed led
rhe ream for his third straight year, though it
was not his best season. Competing with Mark
for the top position was sophomore John Kohl-
meyer, who had several brilliant rounds this
season. Doug Phillips, rhe only senior on rhe
ream, managed to play consistently through-
out his final season or Cedarville. Junior Bob
Armor rounded off the top four with a fairly
good, though often disappointing season. Willie
Deshersky, Kelly Bell, and Shawn Hess vied for
the fifth position, though Shown rook over for
rhe final halt of rhe season. Though the team
overall did nor play as well as they hoped they
would, Mark Reed finished in the top 10 or the
MOC match and placed fourth in the NAIA
District 22 tournament, where he was named
to rhe All-District ream.
Doug Phillips
Wilii DeshetsAy
Shown Res
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FINISH LINE
Cedarville
9 Taylor
9 IUPA — Ft. Wayne
7 Grace
5 Marion
9 Detroit
6 Kenyon
9 Transylvania
9 Dayton
7 Fairmont State
7 Boca Raton
9 St. Thomas
2 Florida Atlantic
3 IUPA — Indianapolis
8 Findlay
5 Marion
4 Charleston, W.Va.
9 Georgetown, Ky.
7 Malone
Sinclair Inv.
1st out of 4
9 Earlhom
9 Ashland
9 Wright State
Wilmington Inv.
1st out of 5
1 Cincinnati
Transylvania Inv.
1st out of 6
9 Otterbein
6 Xavier
9 Walsh
9 Mt. Vernon Naz.
9 Wilmington
9 Wittenberg
9 Bluffton
NCCAA Nat'l Inv.
1st out of 5
1 Toledo
9 Wright State
NAIA District 22
1st out of 7
9 Thomas Moore
NAIA Nationals
12th out of 49
38 Total Record
Opponent
0
0
2
4
0
3
2
2
7
6
1
4
5
0
2
8
3
8
0
5
Thurman Payron, Greg Fronk, Jeff Kohl, Dino Tsibouris,
Bruce Toranger, Steve Lesko, Steve Brumbaugh, Scott
Poling, John Kelley, Coach: Murray Murdoch
Surpassed Expectations
The 1986-87 men's tennis ream sow many
things in our all-year seaon. We saw seven
freshmen come in to rake the top seven posi-
tions. We saw that coach Murdoch does not
believe in tennis euthanasia-keeping a lone
senior in rhe line-up at third doubles. We sow
rhe NAIA District 22 Championship title returned
to its rightful owner, and resting more comfort-
ably in its usual home of Cedarville, after o year
of absence. We saw an unprecedented elev-
en points earned at rhe NAIA Nationals, surpass-
ing the previous record by three points.
The most significant thing the ream sow this
year, however, was not in the area of tennis
skill, but in growth and maturation. With such
on individual sport, team cooperation is most
difficult and this year's ream often referred to
ourselves as the "Men's Opinion Tennis Team."
Yet, through Coach Murdoch's reaching and
example of love and unselfishness, we learned
rhe importance of honoring God and loving
each other, building around Philippians 4:13, "I
can do all things through Christ who strength-
ens me."
Thurman Payton
Dro isibouris'
1 wk..' -'. ,.. -r.; . I 
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Jeff Kohl
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FINISH LINE
Cedarville Opponent Unexpected Growth
5 Mt. Vernon
6 Cleveland State
Wright State
7 Miami-Hamilton
5 Miami-Hamilton
Wittenberg
3 Walsh
7 Malone
8 Capitol
7 Bluffton
3 Wright State
NAIA District 22
3rd out of 5
Total Record
Cheri Abresch, Amy DeCook, Judy Hoppe, Rage Lash,
Michelle Leloh, Beth Nesrer, Kirsren Perkey, Jody
Stough, Stefanie Swift, Becky Tucker, Jennifer Ward,
Carla Weirkamp, Head Coach: Pamela Diehl, Assisranrsi
Delyre Morris, Eleanor Taylor, Manager Catherine An-
derson
The 1987 Women's Tennis Team could sum-
marize their season as an opportunity to grow
through unusual experiences. Of course rhe
first week together in Florida always offers
memories as 12 aquaintances board a van and
1 week later return a ream. From the hot,
white sands of Pensacola, we returned to the
cold white snow of Cleveland (in April)!
After 2 weeks of cancellations due to
weather, we played our season opener in-
doors and were promptly caught in a blizzard
unable to return home. From there, our season
progressed normally, though filled with many
unforgetoble hours spent together as a ream
of friends. Districts closed our year on a rather
disappointing note, for we were unable to pull
our talent together for a victory. Although this
was a rough farewell to our 4 seniors, it has
proved to be a motivating factor to rhe return-
ing members in their hopes for next year's
ream.
Our deepest appreciation must go to our
godly, caring coach's example, Dr. Pam Diehl,
whose leadership challenged us to reach per-
sonal potentials on and off rhe court and to
learn from winning as well as losing. Thus, we
reflect on a successful ream regardless of its
season record.
Amy DeCook
4 4
I
I
I 4
I
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FINISH LINE
Men's Track
Marshall Invitational 3rd out of
Mid-Ohio Conference 3rd out of 4
NCCAA Nationals 2nd out of 20
NAIA District 22 tie 1st out of 9
NAIA Nationals tie 53rd out of 105
Women's Track
Marshall Invitational 2nd out of 3
Western Buckeye Coll. Conf. 1st out of 5
NCCAA Nationals 4th our of 17
NAIA District 22 4th out of 9
Men's Track Team : Chris Bernard, Steve Billingsley, Jeff
Bolender, Stan CharIron, Sreve Cox, Cloncy Cruise, Phil
Cruz, JP. Dawes, Gory Fernandez, Eric Fillinger, Shown
Hannay, Tom Hill, Chris Hoefler, Brian Humphreys, Mike
Kuykendall, Scott Marsh, Rob Moore, John Oswald,
Dove Reid, Ken Rexillius, Mike Roberts, Eric Shrum,
Dove Seibel, Steve Seymour, John Urban, Kevin Wal-
lace, Neil Wallace, Tim Walters, HEAD COACH, Elvin
King
Women's Track Team: Becky Averill, Penni Bresson,
Lynn Clark, Cindy Collier, Edie Durosr, Jody Eckert, Bev
Fisher, Shelly Frorus, Wendy Grady, Heidi Laub, Esrher
Mohr, Berh McGillivray, Sue Nash, Deb Pore, Cheryl
Rendle, Tonyo Schindewolf, Belinda Sills, Pam Squires,
Laurel Yates, Ruth Yuen, HEAD COACH: Elvin King
Manifested Discipline
About three years ago, a chapel speaker
named Knure Larson shared a message enti-
tled "Running the Race." He suggested in that
message a rather radical notion: to actually quit
running for yourself and let your running be a
means of worship to the Lord. I learned that I
can worship Him through rhe medium of track
and field, not only on a race day but also as I
practice.
One of the great aspects of this norion is that
long before rhe meet, I have been preparing
Individual effort and improvement was the
emphasis this season, and personal bests were
achieved by several athletes. At the NCCAA
National meet, the following women attained
All-American status by placing in rhe top six in
their respective events: Deb Pate (10,000m);
Beth McGillivray (high jump); Fr. — Edie Durost
(javelin); Andy Collier (100m hurdles and 400m
hurdles); Esther Mohr (400 m and 800m); Jr. —
Jody Eckert (100m and 200m), and Jr. — Shel-
ley Frotus (400m hurdles). National champions
spiritually as well as physically. As I develop the
skill of my event, I learn patience; as I practice
patience, I learn the principle of progression
which is similar to rhe maturing process I expel."
ence in the Christian life. As I faithfully subm*
myself to the daily rigors of practice, I learn t
importance of diligence and dedication. Bur
most importantly of all, I can be assured that in
all of this, I can bring glory to my Lord.
Tim Waite
in this group include McGillivray, Fratus a
Mohr. Mohr won both of her events and set
new national record in the 400m dash with
time of 57.40. Freshman Belinda Sills had c:14
impressive first season which included the NAIf
District 22 title in the 800m run. In addition, Sing!.
along with Mohr, McGillivray and Fratus, tr
elled to Russleville, Arkansas, and compe
well in the NAIA National Championships.
Shelley Fr
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CHURCH PATRONS
Bailey Road Baptist Church
Les Webster, Pastor
Berea Baptist Church
Kenneth J. Spink, Pastor
Big Sewickley Baptist Church
David L. Vucish, Pastor
Calvary Baptist Church
Quincy, IL
Cedar Heights Baptist Church
Tom Hammond, and
Keith A. Kettenring, Pastors
Emmanuel Baptist Church
Edward L. Fuller, Pastor
First Baptist Church
John D. Adams, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Kenneth Wilhite, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Don Johnston, Jr., Pastor
First Baptist Church
Frederick W. Thomas, Pastor
First Baptist Church
G. Ben Reed, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Don Leitch, Pastor
First Baptist Church
Dr. Howard Longcore, Pastor
First Baptsit Church
Robert Wm. Redding, Pastor
Oak Grove Baptist Church
James R. Gray, Pastor
Shawnee Hills Baptist Church
Dennis L. Henderson, Pastor
Southgate Baptist Church
John R. Greening, Pastor
Southside Baptist Church
Dr. George A. Starring, Pastor
Tabernacle Baptist Church
Herbert Koonce, Pastor
Temple Baptist Church
Truman Dollar, Pastor
United Bethol Mennonite Church
Walter Beachy, Pastor
Wheelersburg Baptist
Max K. McCullough, Pastor
First Reformed
Michael L. HoIr, Pastor
Foothills Baptist Church
Norvin T. Jones, Pastor
Fox Valley Baptist Church
Douglas Compton, Pastor
Garfield Baptist Church
William K. Bernhard, Jr., Pastor
Grace Baptist Church
Dr. Ronald L. Schaffer, Pastor
Grace Boprisr Church
Dr. Jack Jacobs, Pastor
Grace Baptist Church
Stan Knisley, Pastor
Heritage Baptist Church
Larry D. Reesor, Pastor
Horsham Bible Church
Paul A. R. Brirtain, Pastor
Montrose Baptist Church
Richard L. Phillips, Pastor
Northfield Baptist Church
Lynn E. Rogers, Pastor
Nottingham Baptist Church
Donald E. McClintick, Pastor
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PARENT PATRONS
Mr. and Mrs. Al Abramowitz
Freeport, IL
Ms. Marline Airman
New Richmond, OH
Di. and Mrs. William H. Anderson Jr.
West Springfield, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Armbruster
Cincinnati, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Auckland
Springfield, OH
Edwin and Alice Augenstein
Columbus, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Averill
New Hampton, IA
Katherine L. Baker
Bangor, ME
Mr. and Mrs. Charles f3oldis
Simsbury, Cr
Mr. and,Mrs. Walter D. Barker
Store College, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Borey
Maple Glen, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Dale R. Bennett
Lakewood, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Bennett
Zanesville, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Bercow
Troy, OH
John and Rosemary Berdy
Tollmadge, OH
Richard and Janet Bergandine
Dundee, IL
Mr. and Mrs. George Berkey
Norristown, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Bethel
Chandler, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Bidlen
Broadview Hts, OH
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Black
Ontario, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Blaylock
Chattanooga, TN
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin B. Bliss
Belding, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Bowman
ado, OH
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Bradshaw
Mechanicsburg, PA
Larry and Linda Brovont
Lawton, MI
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Brown
Sylvania, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Brown
Cenrerburg, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Brown
Lancaster, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer F. Brown Jr.
Mapled Glen, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Burk
Fostoria, OH
Gilbert G. Butzlaff
Humacao, PR
Pastor and Mrs. Dole P. Byrom
Beavercreek, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cormack
Bristol, TN
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen E. Carpenter
Fonda
Pastor and Mrs. Mark R. Chandler
Doculo, GA
Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Cherry
Sterling, IL
The Parents of Mr. Perry Ercole Chiorelli
Lincoln Pork, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Christensen
Defiance, IA
Pastor and Mrs. Preble Cobb
Lynnfield, MA
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick V. Cook
Lake Orion, MI
John and Carol Cooper
New Braintree, MA
Mr. and Mrs. R. Doiker
Sodus, NY
Rich and Martha Davidson
Park Forest, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Brion Mr. Davis
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Jim and Lois Day
Belle Center, OH
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph DeCook
Holland, MI
Don and Bonnie Denney
Hebron, KY
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dickinson
Williamson, NY
Joel Paul Dillon
Washington, DC
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E Durost
Boorhboy Harbor, ME
Dove and Janet Dye
Mutual, OH
Mrs. Won't° Dye
Ravenna, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Dykes
Urbandale, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon W. Fawcett
Willowick, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Figory
Norwich, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard C. Fink
Enfield, Cr
Bob and Mary Fowler
Galeton, PA
Wally and Donna Fronk
Caldwell, ID
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fread
Loveland, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Free
Coshocton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. John Frey
Davison, MI
Wayne and Linda Gabel
Quincy, IL
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Garai:at:lion
Pickens, SC
Ruth and Al Garrigon
Town of Poughkeepsie, NY
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Gerhardt
Lansing, MI
Mr. and Mrs. David C. Gibbs Jr.
Conneaut, 014
Dr. and Mrs. J. Dean Gifford
Urbana, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Gilbert
Haddon Heights, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Jan C. Gonzalez
Medford, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grafton
Troy, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Graham
Ridley Park, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Cary Grant
N. Canton, OH
Bill and Eva Grimes
Cambridge, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard A. Grosch
Wildwood, IL
Bruce and Eileen Gruneisen
Mansfield: OH
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin D. Hacker
Ontario, CA
Hans and Ann Hahnenstein
Canton, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Hombley
Cedarville, IL
Donald G. and Barbara Hanna
Champaign, IL
Rog and Dianne Hansen
Rockford, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Honssen
Ankeny, IA
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Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Haufler
Reading, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E. Haynes
Perry, NY
Robert and Judy Hill
Fulron, OH
Dr. and Mrs. Larry Hinnergordt
Newtown, CT
Mr. and Mrs. Jock Hoag
Elyria, OH
Mr. and Mrs. James Holland
East Aurora, NY
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Holt
Omaha, NE
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Hottel Sr.
Advance, NC
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Howdyshell
Pickerington, OH
Mr. and Mrs. David Huebscher
Maple His, OH
Leo and Evelyn Huff, Grandparents
Hudson, MI
Mr. and Mrs. David R. Hughes
Pitman, NJ
Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. HuIrz
Pottstown, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Paul F. Hunn
New Lebanon, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hyde
Cincinnati, OH
Lloyd and Judy Jackson
Bloomfield, IN
Russ and Claudine Jenkins
McClean, VA
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Jones
Wellman, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Francis T. Joslin
Wisconsin Rapids, WI
Don and Pat Kauer
Hudson, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Kennedy
Cambridge, Ontario
Harold E. and Mary A. Kimmel
Greenville, OH
Mrs. Ruth Klopp
Quebec
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Koerber
Colchester, Cr
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Krueger
Franklin, WI
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Kuivinen
Fairview Pork, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn C. Kuntz
Grafton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Layman
Philodelphia, PA
David ond Virginia Low
Norwich, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Donald D. Leach
Kettering, OH
David and Eleanor Lelah
SyIvo, NC
Joseph and Pauterra Lockhart
Easton, ME
Ernest and Liliane Low
San Leandro, CA
Mr. and Mrs. Jim McCorrell
Colts Neck, NJ
Rev. and Mrs. Frederick R. Mackey
Canton, OH
Randy and Lyndo Marriott
Dayton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin S. Marshall
Valley Forge, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne A. Meloche
Osseo, MN
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Michonski
West Simsbury, CT
Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore Mignogna
Greensburg, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Miller
Freeport, IL
Mr. and Mrs. M. Luke Miller
Aurora, CO
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Monrford
Mt. Hope, KS
Walter and Fredo Moon
Hoymorker, VA
W. Eugene Morris
Marietta, OH
Wolter and Lois Moser
Brook Pork, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Motzer
Hamilton, OH
Wayne and Bonnie Nosh
Midland, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hasse Jr
Conajoharie, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nocella Sr.
and M. Elizabeth Gale-Hall
Columbus, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Webster Orton
Algona, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Palmer
Hibbing, MN
Jock and Ann Parsons
Columbus, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Silos Pearson
Springfield, MA
Rev. and Mrs. Douglas E. Peters
Troy, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Gory W. Phillips
Columbus, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel L. Pierce
Dublin, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Plooy
Waukesha, WI
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert W. Potts
Forest Lake, PA
Edwin and Jean Pratt
Ypilanri, MI
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Priester
Grand Ledge, MI
Mr. and Mrs. John Rocz
Hoffman Estates, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Howard Rase
Portsmouth, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ream
Waterloo, IA
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Reede
Birdsboro, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Pere Reese
Saugus, CA
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard R. Reeves
Derry, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Larry L. Rice
Lordsrown, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Rice
Ironton, OH
Mr. and Mrs Charles W. Rizor
Cols, OH
Mr. and Mrs William K. Rogge
Toledo, OH
Mr. and Mrs Wendell Rose
Norwich, NY
Mr. and Mrs James F. Rushe
Fulton, MD
Mr. and Mrs Robert D. Sager
Urbana, OH
Mr. and Mrs Frank Schritz
Spencer, OH
Mr. and Mrs. James Senoy
Kirtland, OH
Donald and Florence Shaffer
Carbondale, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shiver
Dover, PA
Mrs. Herbert L. Shroyer
Dunkirk, IN
Mr. and Mrs. Don E. Simmen
Morton, IL
Duane and Shirley Smith
Dunkirk, OH
Herb and Judy Smith
Hudsonville, MI
Norris and Judy Smith
Amherst, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Lorry Snyder
Elizabethtown, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Stackhouse
Moorestown, NJ
Rev. and Mrs. Eldon Stirn
Limo, OH
Ronald L. and Bonnie C. Stokes
Roanoke, VA
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Stoltzfus
Souderton, PA
Yvonne and Ted Slough Jr.
Hanover, PA
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. V. Srrebig
Troy, OH
Paul and Joon Sturgis
Haddon Heights, NJ
Jim and Marcia Swanson
Cuyohogo Falls, OH
Mr. and Mrs. C. Earldeon Taylor
Edgewood, KY
Joel G. Taylor
Indianola, IL
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Terrell
Dayton, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick J. Tinkler Jr.
Norristown, PA
Ralph and Jessie Todd
Plainview, MN
Dave and Vicki VonLiere
Wolcott, NY
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Vanderberg
Grand Hoven, MI
Peter and Carol Venman
Mentor, OH
Mr. and Mrs. David E. Wagner
Wellington, OH
Mr. and Mrs. William WaffleId
Indianapolis, IN
Mr. and Mrs. John Weber
Bigfork, MT
Mr. and Mrs. C. Robert Weidner
Beovercreek, OH
Mr. and Mrs. William Wenger
Massillon, OH
Lucille Wight
Ravenswood, WV
David and Judy Williams
Mauldin, SC
Gene Williamson
Midlothian, VA
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Willms
Dike, IA
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Wilson
Toledo, OH
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wise
Indianapolis IN
Mr. and Mrs. H. Edward Wood
Audubon, NJ
Donna and Tom Young
Maitland, FL
Duane and Kathy Young
Columbus Grove, OH
James and Joon mmerle
Medinoh, IL
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FROM THE EDITOR
I cannot keep from thanking rhe Lord for bringing me
through 1986 — the rhost painful year of my life He accom-
plished this through reaching me many life-changing lessons
and through sending many dear people into rhe sphere of my
friendships God has certainly blessed my life with people] God
has also blessed rhe life of Cedarville College with people —
godly people like Dr. Mc Kinney, Dr. Mc Chesney, Dr. Jeremiah,
Dr. Dixon and hundreds of orhers God has used these people
to bring Cedarville College through many hardships and to
bless the lives of thousands
As I reflect upon my own life and thank God for the many
dear friends (both old and new) He has given me, I also thank
Him for Cedarville College and for the scores of people who
have labored to make it what it is today. May God continue to
bless the college so that it may continue to glorify Him!
hillAcknowledgemenrs To Mrs D for your support and loving concern rhroug '
out this trying year, to Donnah Barker for your hard work and dear friendship
(GOOD LUCK NEXT YEAR!), to all of my staff for the gallons of "midnight oil"
you burned, to all students, faculty, and staff who wrote copy and showed up
for pictures, to Tina Daley, fall quarter secretory; to Margaret Richards and
Elayne Howard for your artistic
contributions, to Dr. Dixon for
your understanding when I
hod to call Mrs Oat home (and
always interrupted "Cosby"
and Reds games), to Mom and
Dad for your just being there!
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MRS. PAT DIXON
Advisor
DANNAH BARKER
Assistant-to-the-Editor
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Copy Sub-editor
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Staff Member
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Sports Sub-editor
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the heartbeat of every Christian College
— .Dr. Paul Dizoll

or kV years Cedarville College has stood strong, unwavering in its commitment to the cause of
Christ. Qod has blessed this faithfulness by carrying our school through the very core of hardships and
trials. When to the world it seemed that there was no hope for Cedarville College, faithful mai
persevered, and time Lord blessed them with what seemed to have been an impossibility — a miracle.
Hecause the ,Cord's power has worked through Cedarville, our annual is proudly named "ne
,lt irade."
Cedarville College can proudly reflect upon its first 1a) years and can look forward to dili:gently
protecting "the word of Okt and test/mo/mg of fesus
"Re sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion,
walketh about, seeking whom he may devour."
I Peter 5:8
THE CENTENNIAL MIRACLE IS
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236 Dedication
PROUDLY DEDICATED TO DR. AND MRS. JAMES T. JEREMIAH
"IgeifrftrAV""*",
- 4 )
50th Anniversary Gift
50th Anniversary Reception IM
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